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ABSTRACT  
Thinking about an action is sometimes misremembered as doing the action (Garry, Maning, 
Loftus, & Sherman, 1996). Does this sort of effect hold when people read texts depicting 
characters thinking about or promising to do actions compared to doing the action? The first 
experiment asked participants to read vignettes (short stories) that described a character either 
thinking about doing an action, promising to do an action, or doing that action. Once the 
vignettes were read, participants were asked about every vignette read, e.g., “Did Monica replace 
the locks?” Participants then completed an Operation Span and a Reading Span task to measure 
working memory. The results showed a strong main effect of verb type (Do, Promise, Think) in 
both accuracy and reading times, with the mean accuracy for the Do condition at 76% correct vs 
Promise at 40%, and Think at 46% correct. Neither OSPAN nor RSPAN emerged as significant 
predictors in the models. In the second experiment, participants read similar vignettes that 
described characters (normed with respect to trustworthiness) either thinking about, promising, 
or doing an action. The results from experiment two replicated the first experiment with a strong 
main effect of verb type. However, no main effect of trustworthiness was found. A three-way 
interaction between the verb type Think, Trustworthiness, and OSPAN was obtained in accuracy. 
The study results are discussed within models of discourse processing, and memory. 
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1 Introduction 
 
 In an education setting, it is important to understand what a student comprehends from a written 
text. If a student does not understand the text, or miscomprehends the text, it will be important for 
educators to know what part of the text was misunderstood. Studies have previously investigated the 
agents of a text and what readers obtain from the text about the agents, however, little work has been 
done to investigate other aspects of text that can lead to misunderstandings. This study aims to further 
our understanding of verbs and how they are understood in connected text. In the first experiment three 
categories of verbs are compared two each other on dimensions of accuracy and reaction time. The first 
category contains verbs that state an action was completed (Do), the second category contains verbs 
that demonstrate a promise or a vow to complete an action (Promise), and the third category of verbs 
relate to an agent thinking about or contemplating doing an action (Think). The second experiment 
investigates whether comprehension of these verbs is influenced by the agent of the verb, specifically if 
knowledge of the trustworthiness of certain characters in the real world have an effect on how the verb 
is processed.  
To understand how text is connected to real life events, and within the mind, I begin this section 
with a review of memory research, here we find evidence that human memory can be faulty and encode 
erroneous information. Then I review potential individual differences in working memory capacity 
which is central to reading comprehension. I finish with a review of discourse processing perspectives, 
there emerges two key theories that have different predictions for what mechanisms are involved in 
processing connected text.  
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1.1 Memory 
 Memory as a cognitive process has been extensively investigated over the years and it is well 
established that the cognitive processes underlying what we term “memory” are prone to errors and 
open to intrusions from unreliable or irrelevant sources at any moment before and during encoding, 
storage, and recall (Hyman & Pentland, 1996). One such example from the memory literature is 
imagination inflation. 
The term imagination inflation was first coined by Garry, Maning, Loftus, and Sherman (1996), 
who found that participants who imagined events happening showed an increase in confidence that an 
event actually occurred. In this study, during their first meeting participants were first asked to fill out a 
40-item list of life events, and state how likely they were to have occurred. During the second session, 
two weeks later, participants were asked to imagine and elaborate on four events, e.g., running and 
tripping on something. To ensure compliance and provide evidence that the participants did imagine 
the scene, they were asked follow-up questions in a packet. At the end of the session, the researcher 
pretended to lose the initial life event inventory, and the participants were asked to re-do the survey.  
The main finding was that participants “who initially reported that an event did not happen, but 
then imagined that it had, were more likely to increase their confidence that it had occurred when asked 
about it later than were [participants] who did not imagine the event” (Garry et al, 1996, p 211). Follow 
up studies revealed that this inflated confidence is influenced by several factors other than simply 
imagining an event. For example, it is easier to falsely remember an event that is more common such as 
stubbing your toe, as opposed to getting sick with a rare childhood disease (Garry et al, 1996; Goff & 
Roediger, 1998; Hyman & Pentland, 1996; Konopka & Benjamin, 2009).  
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1.2 Working Memory 
Memory, specifically our understanding of long-term memory traces such as those described 
above, cannot be properly linked to discourse processing without first understanding current 
conceptions of working memory. Working memory was initially proposed as a type of scratch pad that 
eases processing by holding relevant information required by a certain task at hand (Baddeley, 1979). 
This is particularly important in processing written text. Working memory is different from short-term 
memory in that it is capacity limited and different for everyone (for more see Caplan & Waters, 2013; 
Kail & Hall, 2001). 
The most widely understood theory is Baddeley's Theory of Working Memory (1979). In it, 
Baddeley proposes that there is an executive control unit and this unit controls two working memory 
sub-systems, one is the visuospatial scratch pad, and the other is the phonological loop. The latter is 
important with regards to reading and has been researched extensively (for review see Baddeley, 1984; 
and Caplan & Waters, 2013). Essentially the phonological loop system is thought to rehearse auditory 
information until it is required by the task at hand. 
While this explanation of working memory is sufficient for some research tasks, such as the ones 
performed to initially to understand working memory, other authors have considered this theory lacking 
and in need of expansion. Kintsch, Patel, and Ericsson (1999) stated that this understanding of working 
memory does not go far enough and needs to incorporate how skill-based knowledge—which requires 
far more capacity than what a generalized working memory processing unit can possibly keep up 
with—interacts with the current situation and long-term memory. Kintsch and colleagues propose 
adding a long-term working memory (LTWM) component to the working memory system.  
As opposed to the short-term working memory, “which is available under all conditions, but is 
severely limited in its capacity”, this LTWM is primarily skill-based expediting processing that is 
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reliant upon a particular skill, reading being one of those skills (Kintsch et al, 1999, p 4). The LTWM 
links incoming information (such as words on a screen) to well rehearsed, fixed memory nodes within 
the long-term memory system. In terms of reading, Kintsch et al. propose that the LTWM requires 
reading to be a well practiced skill with established comprehension mechanisms, “knowledge 
(linguistic knowledge, world knowledge, specific topic knowledge) and [language skills] necessary” 
(1999, p 7). Because this is a skill-based working memory processor, Kintsch proposes that laboratory 
tasks that tap the particular skill are better at tapping the proficiency at which this processor works. In 
other words, if we are interested in the capacity of a reader's working memory, we must use measures 
that rely on linguistic skill, such as with the reading span task (developed by Daneman & Carpenter, 
1980). 
While Kintsch proposes the LTWM to facilitate the construction integration process (see 
Discourse Processing), other researchers have questioned the need for a separate working memory 
structure for skills such as reading, and others have criticized reading comprehension models on their 
shallow abilities to sufficiently connect lower-level processing (word identification) to higher-level 
processing (comprehension) with working memory (Peng, et al, 2017; Hannon, 2012). 
The debate between viewing working memory as domain-general or domain-specific is 
highlighted in a meta-analysis by Peng, Wang, Li, Dardick, Barnes, Wang, Swanson, and Tao (2017). 
Their review of 197 studies on reading and working memory found that working memory and reading 
were consistently significantly related, independent of WM type (verbal, numerical, visuospatial), 
however verbal WM was more strongly related to reading proficiency (Peng, et al, 2017, p 64). Their 
findings also suggest that when a novice reader is beginning to read, they may rely on a more domain-
specific working memory and as they gain reading skills, they begin to rely more on a domain-general 
working memory. The study concludes that a dual processing theory can better account for the skilled 
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nature of a domain-specific working memory proposed by Kinstch while also incorporating a domain-
general working memory.  
As it is understood, working memory is important to reading comprehension, and has shown to 
be, in part, domain-specific in its functioning (Daneman & Merikle, 1996; Tirre & Peña, 1992). A 
study by Hannon (2012) provides some evidence for a model that provides clarity on what specifically 
is influenced by working memory in reading comprehension. Hannon was interested in how working 
memory is involved in integrating lower-level linguistic processing (such as word detection) to higher-
level linguistic processing (such as meaning access and text comprehension). Specifically, she wanted 
to design a model that integrated these cognitive processes in a way that had not been explored before 
through structural equation modeling.  
Hannon administered various tasks to students at the University of Texas that tap the following 
reading skills; reading comprehension, lower-level word processing, text memory, text inferencing, low 
and high knowledge access, low- and high-level knowledge integration, and reading speed. She also 
administered both operation span and reading span, the numeric and text-based working memory 
probes. Hannon concluded that the Cognitive Components and Resource Model of reading 
comprehension (CC-R2 Model, see Appendix A) explained her data the best and it was found that 
working memory has a direct influence on reading comprehension and an indirect influence on 
knowledge integration. However, she noted that in this model and elsewhere there are several factors 
that go into individual differences in reading comprehension, not just working memory.  
In sum, working memory, whether it is domain-general or specific, has a potential to influence 
what eventually gets stored in the long-term memory through aiding the comprehension and knowledge 
integration of text.  
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1.3 Discourse Processing Theories 
Discourse processing is the processing of a stream of linguistic information. In other words, 
discourse processing concerns itself with how multiple written sentences are represented within the 
mind of the participant. Discourse processing as a whole involves the integration between text and 
long-term memory, the final product is a situation model that hopefully resembles the events described 
by the text. Two discourse processing theories are discussed below, Construction-Integration by 
Kintsch (1988), and the Structure Building Framework by Gernsbacher (1991, 1996).  
1.3.1 Construction-Integration 
Developed by Kintsch (1988), Construction-Integration Theory proposes that there are multiple 
layers of representation that must be integrated when processing linguistic input. Kintsch sums up the 
process best “in contrast to expectation-based, predictive views of discourse, a comprehension model is 
developed in which the initial processing is strictly bottom-up. Word meanings are activated, 
propositions are formed, and inferences and elaborations are produced without regard to the discourse 
context” (1991, 107). Kintsch proposes that when a reader is reading through a text, the first task a 
reader must accomplish is to re-construct the basics of the prompt in their minds. Starting with 
representing the material as a basic linguistic structure tree, i.e. a surface model (or a parsing model). 
Then the comprehender begins to create the text-base, which involves using short-term memory of the 
basic details and the LTWM. Creating the text-base involves the creation of two kinds of propositions.  
Take for example the following,  
(1) Monica was going through a divorce and vowed to change the locks.  
In this simple example there is only one agent in this text, Monica. Kintsch would call her and any 
detail that can be assigned to her, an argument. But Monica is doing many different things, these 
actions are classified as predicates. Predicates can refer to actions (such as vowed, in this example) and 
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states of being, or any change of state. Predicates can take on multiple arguments, for example, here 
one predicate would be the action of vowing, and the arguments would be Monica and changing the 
locks. This predicate-argument definition is the first type of proposition.  
The second type of proposition is anything that can be assigned a truth value. In this example, 
you could ask “True or False: Monica vowed?”, but it would not make sense to ask “True or False: 
vowed to change the locks?” Furthermore, propositions can contain other propositions. However, the 
distinction between the two types of propositions is not relevant to this current experiment, rather it is 
important to note that these are transformed into knowledge nodes in an associative net in this theory. 
Therefore, their connections between each other can be assigned strengths as they are then connected to 
a knowledge net via the skill-based long-term working memory processor.  
Kintsch left the possibility for incorrect constructions to be made stating “the result is an initial, 
enriched, but incoherent and possibly contradictory text base, which is then subjected to an integration 
process to form a coherent structure” (1991, p 114). Kintsch notes that the activation of the knowledge 
nodes is automatic, and therefore not a controlled process. In other words, not only can the connections 
within propositions can be slightly erroneous, but so too can their associations to other nodes of 
knowledge. So, once the reader has completed the construction phase, they move to the integration 
phase.  
The integration phase involves narrowing down the network that has been created in our long-
term memory with help from the LTWM. In our example the reader is attempting to integrate Monica 
getting a divorce and her vowing to change the locks. One way a reader can do this is to look for 
common arguments, in this case Monica being connected by 'and'. If this example was slightly 
different, say,  
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(2) Monica was going through a divorce. The locks needed to be changed.  
there would be no common argument between the two sentences, and the connection may not be made 
especially if the association between changing locks and getting a divorce is weak within a 
participants’ schemata of divorce. The goal of this final stage is to create and update a situation model. 
This process rightly takes time and resources. This entire construction-integration process is proposed 
to take place in cycles as the reader continues to gain linguistic information in short term memory, 
activate meaning, combine the meanings, and integrate that meaning into a situation model, with the 
last three processes via the long-term (skill based) working memory processor.  
1.3.2 Structure Building Framework  
The main difference between Gernsbacher's Structure Building Framework (1991) and 
Kintsch's Construction-Integration models is that, the SBF relies more heavily on general cognitive 
mechanisms, such as executive control skills to explain discourse processing. Gernsbacher suggests 
that these are active processes of enhancement and suppression. These are key in helping the 
comprehender build and then synthesize their frameworks. Gernsbacher states that lower skilled 
readers suffer from building too many frameworks and are less able to suppress irrelevant information. 
The theory works much like Kintsch's model when it comes to creating memory nodes of 
information. Also, much like Kintsch's model, items that are similar to lexical items found within the 
text are subsequently activated, i.e., when, locks is activated within memory, hair might also become 
activated. It is up to the reader to either suppress irrelevant definitions and associations and to enhance 
relevant ones. These primary information activation nets provide the foundation for which a 
representation is built.  
When the reader moves on to another section of the text, they begin to again build another 
framework on which to lay their knowledge foundations. In a simple two-clause sentence, such as in 
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(1), the reader begins to connect to the two structures together through associations that can be made 
between the two. On top of this, the reader then begins to process the sentence level, or paragraph level 
representations.  
While it is important to understand potential explanations for how parts of the text could be 
pieced together, both theories rely heavily on the different conceptions of working memory. In other 
words, Construction Integration relies on the skill-based LTWM whereas Structure Building 
Framework relies on executive control wherein a generalized working memory is utilized. 
1.4 Working Hypothesis 
In summary: it has been shown that participants who imagine an action being carried through are 
more likely to report that action as having been completed; working memory is individually capacity 
limited and is strongly related to text comprehension and word identification; furthermore the debate as 
to if WM is more domain-general or domain-specific when reading seeps into theories on how 
connected text is comprehended.  
It is therefore hypothesized that readers might mistake an action that was thought about or 
promised for a completed action. If mistakes of this sort do arise, then we can explore what 
mechanisms might be involved. Are they primarily linguistic in nature, and therefore predicted to be 
correlated with a working memory measure that operates on linguistic input such as the Reading Span 
(RSPAN) task? Kintsch's Construction-Integration model would indeed predict that errors are due to 
linguistic working memory processes.  
Alternatively, might errors arise from a language-independent working memory mechanism, which 
might be measured with an Operation Span (OSPAN) task? The Structure Building Framework would 
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predict that these mistakes would be associated with a generalized working memory (or at least is not 
language-specific in nature). 
2 Experiment 1 
2.1 Methods 
2.1.1 Participants 
 A total of 53 (38 female, mean age = 23) participants were included in the final analysis of this 
first experiment. They were mostly students of the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign. All 
participants reported that their native language was Standard American English. They participated for 
either course credit, or for $7 cash.  
2.1.2 Materials 
 Materials consisted of 60 vignettes (30 targets, 30 fillers) depicting characters either doing 
things, promising to do things, or thinking about doing things. Each vignette consisted of four 
sentences and was presented to the participant one by one. Vignette reading times were taken at onset 
of the image to the time the space bar was pressed to proceed (however, these reading times were not 
analyzed). An example is provided in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. Vignette Example, Monica Promised. 
 The vignettes were constructed so as to have a consistent structure. The first sentence 
introduced the character or the main story line, and the second sentence always contained the target 
sentence. The last two sentences completed the story. The vignettes were constructed in a way such that 
the other three sentences were noncommittal with respect to the completion of the target action. In 
these vignettes, there was one factor, Verb Type, with three levels: Do, Promise, and Think. The Do 
category of verbs consisted of sentences with an adverbial phrase so as to control for length and type of 
sentence, for example, “Tom quickly drove to Texas”. The Promise category consisted of the following 
verbs: assured, pledged, swore, vowed, and promised. The Think category of verbs consisted of the 
following: considered, dwelled, contemplated, pondered, and thought. This resulted in a 1x3 within-
participant, within-item, repeated measure design. In other words, each of the three verb types were 
rotated throughout each scenario.  
After the participants completed reading all of the vignettes, a separate program window was 
opened to present memory-probe questions, e.g., “Did Monica replace the locks?” in an order that was 
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randomized for each participant. The participants used the mouse to click on yes or no below the 
question. Accuracy and reaction times to the question were recorded. 
2.1.3 Instruments 
 Participants were seated at a desktop computer in the Educational Psycholinguistics lab. They 
first signed an IRB consent form to participate in the following experiment. They then completed 
working memory tasks OSPAN and RSPAN (Tuner & Engle, 1989; Daneman & Carpenter, 1980). 
Then the participants moved on to the main experiment, implemented through the experiment program 
Paradigm (2007). Participants were randomly assigned to read one of three lists, in which, order of 
presentation of items was the same for all participants assigned to that list, but items rotated in a Latin 
square design across lists. For example, all participants that read list 1, saw the same vignettes in the 
same order, but not the same vignettes or order as a participant that read from list 2 or 3. Participants 
were asked to read carefully through 60 total vignettes. Once completed, participants then answered 
questions about whether the characters in the vignettes completed certain actions. The total experiment 
took about an hour to complete.    
2.2 Results 
The results of the experiment present the outcome variables reaction time and accuracy to the 
question “Did (agent) do (completed/ promised/ thought about action)?” Variations in the outcome 
variables are hypothesized to be predicted by the verb type factors (do, promise, or think), and the 
individual difference co-variates OSPAN and/or RSPAN. All analyses were run using the statistical 
software R (R Core Team, 2018). Observations were initially filtered from the data by reaction times 
two and a half standard deviations above and below the factor mean. However, analyses showed that 
this trimming resulted in similar accuracy and reaction time as the following trimming method. Items 
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with reaction times larger than 18,000 milliseconds and smaller than 800 milliseconds were eliminated 
from the analysis. This resulted in a 0.32% reduction of items in the final analysis.  
Table 1 shows the mean accuracy and reaction times as well as their standard deviations broken 
down by verb type. It was found that participants' accuracy was at an average of 76% correct for the Do 
condition, 40% correct for the Promise condition, and 45% correct for the Think condition as shown in 
Figures 2a and 2b. 
Table 1.  
Mean and Standard Deviations of Accuracy and Reaction Times 
 Accuracy Reaction Times 
Verb Type M SD M SD 
Do .764 .425 2841.595 1697.705 
Promise .400 .490 3123.710 1853.525 
Think .457 .498 3139.071 1821.014 
 
Figure 2a and 2b shows the Means for Accuracy and Reaction Times. 
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2.2.1 Mixed Linear Effects Models 
Due to unequal group sizes caused by the reaction time trimming and due to the nature of a 
repeated measures design, a mixed linear effects modeling approach was used to analyze the data. The 
lme4 package by Bates, Maechler, Bolker, and Walker (2015) was used (see 5: References for all R 
packages used). 
2.2.1.1  Accuracy 
 The generalized mixed effects models exploring the accuracy of the participants’ responses used 
are listed in Appendix B. A Generalized Liner Mixed Effects (GLMM) model was used to explore the 
binomial outcome variable of Accuracy to the explanatory factor variable of Verb Type. The model 
included a random slope of Subject and was fit using the optimizer BOBYQA with a maximum number 
of evaluations set at 100,000. The default contrast coding in R is dummy coding, this was used 
throughout all models. The GLMM results (Table 2) showed that there was a significant effect of Verb 
Type on accuracy. Participants were significantly less accurate in both the Promise and Think 
conditions than in the Do condition. In other words, participants were much more likely to answer 
“Yes” incorrectly in the Promise and Think condition than to answer “No” correctly.  
Table 2.  
Fixed Effects of Accuracy  
Estimate Std. Error Z Value Probability 
Intercept 1.280 0.145 8.81 < .001 *** 
Promise -1.714 0.204 -8.40 < .001 *** 
Think -1.476 0.216 -6.81 < .001 *** 
Note: ^ p < .05, * p < .01, ** p < .001, *** p = 0 
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 Figure 3 above represents the predicted probability of the accuracy for each condition with 
confidence intervals represented by the error bars.  
A post-hoc Tukey pairwise comparison was made to investigate if there is truly a difference 
between the three Verb Type levels. The results indicate a statistically significant difference among Do 
and Think, Do and Promise, but not between Promise and Think (Table 3).  
Table 3.  
Pairwise comparison for Accuracy 
 Estimate Std. Error Z Value Probability 
Do – Promise 1.714 0.204 8.40 < .001 *** 
Do – Think  -1.476 0.216 6.81 < .001 *** 
Promise – Think  -0.239 0.138 -1.72 0.197 
 
Figure 3. Accuracy by Verb Type. 
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Next, to investigate a potential relationship between the factor Verb Type and the individual 
differences co-variate of a domain-general working memory capacity, the mean centered scores from 
the Operation Span (OSPAN) task were entered into the model as an interaction term with Verb Type. 
The model also included a random slope with Item number and was fit using the optimizer BOBYQA 
with a maximum number of evaluations set at 100,000. The results indicate that OSPAN was not a 
significant contributor to the model and resulted in no significant interactions, however, the effect of 
verb type remained significant (Table 4). 
Table 4.  
Fixed Effects of Accuracy with OSPAN  
Estimate Std. Error Z Value Probability 
Intercept 1.190 0.107 11.12 < .001 *** 
Promise -1.600 0.138 -11.62 < .001 *** 
Think -1.380 0.139 -9.95 < .001 *** 
OSPAN 0.028 0.119 -0.23 0.816 
OSPAN by Promise -0.1278 0.151 -0.85 0.396 
OSPAN by Think 0.173 0.172 1.01 0.315 
Note: ^ p < .05, * p < .01, ** p < .001, *** p = 0 
   
Next, to investigate the potential relationship between the factor Verb Type and the individual 
differences co-variate of a domain specific working memory capacity the mean centered Reading Span 
(RSPAN) task scores were entered into the model as an interaction term with the explanatory variable 
of Verb Type. This model also included a random slope with Item number and was fit using the 
optimizer BOBYQA with a maximum number of evaluations set at 100,000.  
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Table 5.  
Fixed Effects of Accuracy with RSPAN  
Estimate Std. Error Z Value Probability 
Intercept  1.230 0.140 8.75 < .001 *** 
Promise -1.648 0.227 -7.27 < .001 *** 
Think -1.423 0.199 -7.15 < .001 *** 
RSPAN -0.024 0.109 -0.22 0.828 
RSPAN by Promise 0.014 0.146 0.09 0.924 
RSPAN by Think 0.334 0.149 2.24 0.025 * 
Note: ^ p < .05, * p < .01, ** p < .001, *** p = 0 
The results indicate that RSPAN was not a significant main effect; however, RSPAN did interact 
with the Verb Type Think to a marginally significant degree (z = 2.245, p = .025). Furthermore, the 
effect of Verb Type remained significant (Table 5). 
2.2.1.2  Reaction Times 
 LME models were built next to examine the continuous question response time data and the 
predictive factor of Verb Type. Reaction times to the question “Did ____ do ____ ?” were log 
transformed to ensure normalcy. The model included random slopes of Subject and Item and was fit 
using the REML optimizer. The p values were obtained using the lmerTest package (see References). 
The equations for the reaction time models can be found in the appendix. The results indicate a 
significant main effect of Verb Type (Table 6).  
Table 6.  
Fixed Effects of Log Reaction Times  
Estimate Std. Error t Value Probability 
Intercept 7.814 0.043 183.12 < .001 *** 
Promise 0.101 0.027 3.73 < .001 *** 
Think 0.104 0.027 3.92 < .001 *** 
Note: ^ p < .05, * p < .01, ** p < .001, *** p = 0 
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Figure 4. Log Reaction Times by Verb Type. 
A post-hoc Tukey pairwise comparison was made between the three Verb Type levels and 
found statistically significant differences among Do and Think, Do and Promise, but not between 
Promise and Think (Table 7). 
Table 7. 
Pairwise comparison for Reaction Times 
 Estimate Std. Error t ratio Probability 
Do – Promise  -0.101 0.027 -3.73 0.0009 *** 
Do – Think  -0.104 0.027 -3.92 0.0016 *** 
Promise – Think  -0.003 0.028 -0.11 0.994 
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Just as with accuracy, to investigate the potential relationship between the factor Verb Type and 
the individual differences co-variate of a domain specific working memory capacity the mean centered 
scores from the OSPAN task were entered into the model as an interaction term with Verb Type. The 
model also included random slopes with Subject and Item number and was fit using the optimizer 
BOBYQA with a maximum number of evaluations set at 100,000. Table 8 provides the results from 
this model. 
Table 8.  
Fixed Effects of Log Reaction Times with OSPAN  
Estimate Std. Error t Value Probability 
Intercept 7.809 0.041 191.90 < .001 *** 
Promise 0.102 0.026 3.89 < .001 *** 
Think 0.103 0.026 3.94 < .001 *** 
OSPAN 0.084 0.041 2.03 0.052 ^ 
OSPAN by Promise -0.013 0.027 -0.47 0.640 
OSPAN by Think 0.036 0.031 1.18 0.244 
Note: ^ p < .05, * p < .01, ** p < .001, *** p = 0 
OSPAN was a marginally significant predictor in the reaction time model (t(28)= 2.031, SE 
=0.04150, p = 0.05), meaning that as OSPAN increases, the reaction times increased slightly. This is 
modeled below. However, there were no interactions with either the Promise or Think conditions. 
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Figure 5. Reaction Time Model with COSPAN. 
 
Finally, to investigate the potential relationship between the factor Verb Type and the individual 
differences co-variate of a domain specific working memory capacity the mean centered RSPAN scores 
were entered into the model as an interaction term with Verb Type. The model also included random 
slopes with Subject and Item number and was fit using the optimizer BOBYQA with a maximum 
number of evaluations set at 100,000. The results in table 9 indicate that RSPAN was not significant 
predictor in this model. 
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Table 9.  
Fixed Effects of Log Reaction Times with RSPAN  
Estimate Std. Error t Value Probability 
Intercept 7.811 0.042 186.62 < .001 *** 
Promise 0.102 0.026 3.83 < .001 *** 
Think 0.106 0.026 4.02 < .001 *** 
RSPAN -0.057 0.035 -1.62 0.122 
RSPAN by Promise 0.003 0.028 0.09 0.925 
RSPAN by Think 0.001 0.028 0.04 0.966 
Note: ^ p < .05, * p < .01, ** p < .001, *** p = 0 
 
2.3 Discussion 
Consider for a moment the types of stories a participant from list one read in this experiment.  
 
Figure 6. Verb Type Do. 
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Figure 7. Verb Type Promise. 
 
Figure 8. Verb Type Think. 
 
In this experiment, participants were shown to treat these three stories as equals in their outcome. 
In other words, participants were shown to be more likely (higher than chance) to respond “yes” to all 
three of these different vignettes when asked if the action that was described in the second sentence was 
a completed action. Furthermore, reaction times to the question for each type of verb was found to be 
significantly different between the Do category and the Promise and Think categories.  
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One explanation for the results is that participants might have a sort of “yes bias” in their 
responses. Because the two conditions Promise and Think rely on a “no” response, the participants 
might have simply read the question and immediately answered “yes”. However, typically with primed 
answers, and “yes” bias is thought of as a primed answer (Parea & Rosa, 2002), the reaction time is 
faster than a non-primed event. In this experiment, we found that reaction times were significantly 
slower in the Promise and Think condition than in the Do condition, comparing their means, they are 
slower by about 1,000 milliseconds. For the Promise and Think condition accuracies to have been 
influenced by some sort of base-line “yes” response, their reaction times would have to have been 
equal to the reaction times of the Do condition. While we can consider the one second difference 
between Do and the other verb types to be minimal, in this experiment, Do reaction times were found 
to be significantly different from Promise and Think reaction times. Therefore, “yes bias” cannot 
adequately explain the results found.  
Turning our attention to the hypothesis that working memory capacity might be involved, only 
RSPAN showed a significant interaction with the Think condition in accuracy, and OSPAN became 
marginally significant in the reaction time model. These hardly constitute consistent patterns from 
which we can make generalizations. However, this might hint to the possibility of working memory 
capacity having some role in processing the experimental items.  
Future studies can investigate the potential role of working memory capacity in processing other 
verb types as well. As for now, this study demonstrates the potential for verbs to be differentially 
remembered in discourse processing.  
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3 Experiment 2: Trustworthy vs Untrustworthy 
 For this second experiment, I asked whether the agent of the actions have any influence over 
how the actions are interpreted. Previous research by Christianson, Zhou, Palmer, & Raisen (2017) 
indicated that when participants are reading a text they have preconceived notions about how a speaker 
of a particular text should behave. In their eye-tracking experiment, they contrasted “Sinners” (sailors, 
robbers, etc.) to “Saints” (rabbi, priest, etc.) with quotes that contained or did not contain taboo words. 
When a “Saint” was paired with a taboo word, participants took longer to process the text, indicating an 
error signal in processing that slowed down reading. Therefore, it is possible for some aspect of the 
agent to have an influence over the processing of the following text. 
Briefly, allow me to provide a working definition of Trustworthiness from Rotter, 
“interpersonal trust is defined here as an expectancy held by an individual or a group that the word, 
promise, verbal or written statement of another individual or group can be relied upon” (1967, 651). 
Much like the evidence found by Christianson, et al. (2017), I expect that my participants have 
expectations of trust for any particular agent within a story and that they use these to make predictions 
for future behavior. For the following experiment, I used the results from the Trustworthiness survey 
given at the end of Experiment 1 to create normed categories of Trustworthy and Untrustworthy 
professions. I then used these to create the filler and target vignettes.  
Following the results of experiment one, I predict that there will be a difference between the 
three verb types: Do, Promise, Think in both reaction times and accuracy. Furthermore, based on 
previous research by Christianson, et al. (2017) and my hypothesis, I predict that there will be a 
difference between Trustworthy and Untrustworthy agents. Below is a table of my predictions for both 
accuracy and reaction times.   
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Table 10. 
Predictions for Accuracy  
Do Promise Think 
Trustworthy Accurate Less Accurate Less Accurate  
Untrustworthy Less Accurate More Accurate  Less Accurate  
I predict that Untrustworthy agents in the Do condition will receive more “no” responses to the 
prompt because of my hypothesis that untrustworthy agents are less predictable in their actions, and 
this is taken into account when considering aspects about an agent. I further predict that the 
Untrustworthy-Promise condition will do the opposite and this condition will gain accuracy because of 
the baseline inaccuracy of the Promise condition. In other words, the participant will be less likely to 
say that the agent completed the activity when compared to a trustworthy agent—whom the participant 
believes will complete the action. As for the Think condition, I believe participants will be less accurate 
at both agent types. 
Table 11.  
Predictions for Reaction Times  
Do Promise Think 
Trustworthy Shorter RT Longer RT Shorter RT 
Untrustworthy Longer RT Longer RT Shorter RT 
As for the Do condition, I predict that Untrustworthy agents will trigger more/extra processing, 
which results in longer reaction times. For the other two conditions I expect to see longer reaction times 
for both agent types. 
As for predictions for working memory and their corresponding models, the previous 
experiment resulted in near significant effects of OSPAN and RSPAN for accuracy and reaction times. 
If the Structural Building Framework is to hold through, then OSPAN should have an effect on the 
accuracy and reaction times. However, if what is occurring is more reliant upon a linguistic 
phenomenon, then RSPAN should have a larger effect in accuracy and reading times. 
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3.1 Methods 
3.1.1  Participants 
 A total of 78 participants (60 female, mean age = 20). participated in this study for either course 
credit or for $7 cash. They were mostly students of the University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign. All 
participants reported that their native language was Standard American English. They participated for 
either course credit, or for $7 cash. 
3.1.2 Materials 
 After experiment one was completed, participants completed a Google Form survey that asked 
them to rate the trustworthiness of various job titles and names (control) on a scale of 1 (not 
trustworthy) to 7 (very trustworthy). Participants were given the scenario that if they were to loan the 
parson a $20 bill, how much could they trust that person to give the money back.  
These professions replaced the names of the agents in experiment one for experiment two. 
Those professions that had a minimum rating of 64% Untrustworthy were assigned to the 
Untrustworthy category for experiment two. These Untrustworthy professions were then paired with 
Trustworthy professions. This reduced the number of target vignettes that were used in experiment one, 
from 30 to 24, creating 24 pairs of trustworthy and untrustworthy agents to be used in each 
experimental list.  
As with experiment one, the vignettes were constructed so as to have a consistent structure. The 
first sentence introduced the character or the main story line, and the second sentence always contained 
the target sentences. The last two sentences completed the story. The vignettes were constructed in a 
way such that the other three sentences were noncommittal with respect to the completion of the target 
action. In these vignettes, there was one factor, Verb Type, with three levels: Do, Promise, and Think, 
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and a second factor, Trustworthiness (agent type), with two levels: Trustworthy and Untrustworthy. As 
with experiment one, the Do category of verbs consisted of sentences with an adverbial phrase so as to 
control for length and type of sentence, for example, “Tom quickly drove to Texas”. The Promise 
category consisted of the following verbs; assured, pledged, swore, vowed, and promised. The Think 
category of verbs consisted of the following; contemplated, dwelled, considered, pondered, and 
thought. This resulted in a 2x3 within-participant, within-item, repeated measure design. In other 
words, each of the three verb types and two agent types were rotated throughout each scenario.  
Again, the order in which the participants viewed the vignettes was fixed for each list, but the 
questions were randomly presented to control for serial-position effects. As in experiment one, RSPAN 
and OSPAN measures were also collected during this time. Below are two examples of target items 
presented to participants. 
 
Figure 9a. Untrustworthy Think vignette. 
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Figure 9b. Trustworthy Promise vignette. 
3.1.3 Instruments 
 Participants were seated at a desktop computer in the Educational Psycholinguistics lab. They 
first signed an IRB consent form to participate in the following experiment. They then completed 
working memory tasks OSPAN and RSPAN, and then moved on to the main experiment implemented 
through the experiment program Paradigm (2007). Participants were randomly assigned to read one of 
six lists, in which, order of presentation of items was the same for all participants assigned to that list, 
but items rotated in a Latin square design across lists. For example, all participants that read list 1, saw 
the same vignettes in the same order, but not the same vignettes or order as a participant that read from 
list 2 or 3 and so on. Participants were asked to read carefully through 48 total (24 target and 24 filler) 
vignettes. Once completed participants then answered questions about whether the characters in the 
vignettes completed certain actions in the vignettes. The entire experiment took about 35 to 45 minutes 
to complete. 
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3.2 Results 
 The results from experiment two present the outcome variables, reaction time and accuracy to 
the question “Did (trustworthy/ untrustworthy agent) do (completed/ promised/ thought about action)?” 
Variations in the outcome variables are hypothesized to be predicted by the verb type factors (Do, 
Promise, or Think), trustworthiness factors (Trustworthy or Untrustworthy), and the individual 
difference co-variates OSPAN and RSPAN. All analyses were run using the statistical software R (R 
Core Team, 2018). Observations were initially filtered from the data by reaction times two and a half 
standard deviations above and below the factor mean. However, analyses showed that this trimming 
resulted in similar accuracy and reaction times as the following trimming method. Items with reaction 
times larger than 18,000 milliseconds and smaller than 800 milliseconds were eliminated from the 
analysis. This resulted in a 0.45% reduction of items in the final analysis.  
Table 12 shows the mean reaction times and accuracy as well as their standard deviations 
broken down by verb type and trustworthiness rating.  
Table 12.  
Mean and Standard Deviations of Accuracy and Reaction Times 
  Accuracy Reaction Times 
Verb Type Trustworthiness M SD M SD 
Do Trustworthy .756 .430 2646.430 1492.303  
Untrustworthy .785 .411 2602.728 1534.921 
Promise Trustworthy .356 .479 3346.850 2380.201  
Untrustworthy .352 .478 3183.099 2224.132 
Think Trustworthy .449 .498 3121.396 1824.875  
Untrustworthy .474 .500 3340.729 2245.639 
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. 
   
Figure 10a and 10b represent the Means of both Accuracy and Reaction Times. 
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3.2.1 Mixed Linear Effects Models 
 Due to unequal group sizes caused by the reaction time trimming and due to the nature of a 
repeated measures design a mixed linear effects modeling approach was used to analyze the data. 
Again, the lme4 package by Bates et al, (2015) was used (see: 5 References for all statistical packages 
used). 
3.2.1.1  Accuracy 
 The first generalized mixed effects model explored the accuracy of the participants responses 
and all equations for experiment two are in Appendix C. A Generalized Liner Mixed Effects model 
(GLMM) was used to explore the relationship between the binomial outcome variable of Accuracy and 
the explanatory factor variables of Verb Type and Trustworthiness. The default contrast coding in R is 
dummy coding, this was used throughout all models. The model included a random slope of Subject 
and was fit using the optimizer BOBYQA with a maximum number of evaluations set at 100,000. 
The results (Table 13) of the mixed linear effects model showed that there was a replicated 
significant effect of Verb Type on accuracy. However, there was no independent effect of 
Trustworthiness, nor a significant interaction with Verb Type found.  
Table 13.  
Fixed Effects of Accuracy for Verb Type by Trustworthiness  
Estimate Std. Error Z Value Probability 
Intercept 1.140 0.136 8.40 < .001 *** 
Promise -1.766 0.195 -9.07 < .001 *** 
Think -1.412 0.234 -6.03 < .001 *** 
Untrustworthy 0.228 0.218 1.04 0.297 
Untrustworthy by Promise -0.259 0.281 -0.92 0.357 
Untrustworthy by Think -0.066 0.293 -0.25 0.822 
Note: ^ p < .05, * p < .01, ** p < .001, *** p = 0 
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To explore if there was a significant difference between the individual verb types, a post hoc 
means comparisons Tukey approach was conducted. The results indicated significant differences 
between Do, and Promise, and Do and Think in both Trustworthy and Untrustworthy conditions (see 
Table 14). However, Promise and Think were not significantly different from each other in the 
Trustworthy condition, but were different in the Untrustworthy condition.  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Accuracy for Verb Type by Trustworthiness. 
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Table 14. 
Comparisons of Accuracy 
Trustworthy Estimate Std. Error Z Value Probability 
Do – Promise  1.766 0.195 9.07 < .001 *** 
Do – Think  1.412 0.234 6.03 < .001 *** 
Promise – Think  -0.354 0.224 -1.58 0.256 
 
Untrustworthy Estimate Std. Error Z Value Probability 
Do – Promise  2.025 0.231 8.76 < .001 *** 
Do – Think  1.479 0.229 6.44 < .001 *** 
Promise – Think  -0.647 0.179 -3.05 0.006 ** 
 
Next, the mean centered scores from the OSPAN task were entered into the model as an 
interaction term. One participant with an OSPAN score of 11 was also removed from the analysis 
because the score was found to be below two and a half standard deviations below the mean (M = 
40.32). The model included a random slope with Item number and a random slope with subject 
number, the model was fit using the optimizer BOBYQA with a maximum number of evaluations set at 
300,000. The results (Table 15) indicate that OSPAN interacted with the agent type Untrustworthiness 
to a significant amount (z = 1.77, SE = 0.203, p < .08). OSPAN also interacted with the Verb Type 
Think to a significant degree (z = 2.17, SE = 0.224, p < .029). Furthermore, there was a largely 
significant three-way interaction between OSPAN, Untrustworthy and Think (z = -2.87, SE = 0.283, p 
= .004).  
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Table 15.  
Fixed Effects of Accuracy for OSPAN by Verb Type and by Trustworthiness  
Estimate Std. Error Z Value Probability 
Intercept 1.177 0.156 7.56 < .001 *** 
Promise -1.787 0.188 -9.50 < .001 *** 
Think -1.429 0.187 -7.65 < .001 *** 
Untrustworthy 0.208 0.201 1.03 0.301 
Untrustworthy by Promise -0.264 0.269 -0.98 0.326 
Untrustworthy by Think -0.091 0.264 -0.35 0.729 
OSPAN -0.067 0.162 -0.42 0.677 
OSPAN by Untrustworthy 0.358 0.203 1.77 0.077 ^ 
OSPAN by Promise -0.061 0.195 -0.31 0.754 
OSPAN by Think 0.486 0.224 2.17 0.029 * 
OSPAN by Untrustworthy by Promise -0.167 0.290 -0.58 0.562 
OSPAN by Untrustworthy by Think -0.812 0.283 -2.87 < .004 ** 
Note: ^ p < .05, * p < .01, ** p < .001, *** p = 0 
 
 
Figure 12. Accuracy by Verb Type and OSPAN. 
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Figure 12 above shows the thee-way interaction between OSPAN, Verb Type, and 
Trustworthiness. The plots are faceted by Verb-Type. For the Do condition, as working memory 
capacity increases, so does the participant’s ability to handle Untrustworthy agents, however in the 
Think condition we see the opposite. As OSPAN increases, the accuracy for Trustworthy agents 
increases. Meanwhile the Promise condition requires so much attention and working memory capacity 
that participants are left unsure as to how to respond.  
 Next, I entered the mean centered RSPAN scores into the model as an interaction term. The 
model also included a random slope with Item number and was fit using the optimizer BOBYQA with 
a maximum number of evaluations set at 150,000. The three verb types held as main effects, however, 
RSPAN was not a significant effect in this model, nor did it produce any significant interactions (Table 
16). 
Table 16.  
Fixed Effects of Accuracy for RSPAN by Verb Type and by Trustworthiness  
Estimate Std. Error Z Value Probability 
Intercept 1.190 0.149 8.00 < .001 *** 
Promise -1.819 0.186 -9.75 < .001 *** 
Think -1.417 0.183 -7.76 < .001 *** 
Untrustworthy 0.124 0.197 0.63 0.527 
Untrustworthy by Promise -0.141 0.264 -0.53 0.594 
Untrustworthy by Think 0.010 0.258 0.04 0.970 
RSPAN 0.049 0.158 0.31 0.754 
RSPAN by Untrustworthy -0.0007 0.209 -0.004 0.997 
RSPAN by Promise 0.075 0.213 0.35 0.725 
RSPAN by Think 0.253 0.213 1.19 0.235 
RSPAN by Untrustworthy by 
Promise 
-0.102 0.319 -0.32 0.749 
RSPAN by Untrustworthy by Think -0.307 0.284 -1.08 0.279 
Note: ^ p < .05, * p < .01, ** p < .001, *** p = 0 
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In summary, participants demonstrated significantly different answers to the question “Did 
(trustworthy/untrustworthy agent) do (completed/promised/thought about action)?”. However, answers 
were only reliably different between verb types in all models.  
3.2.1.2 Reaction Times 
 The following linear mixed effects models explored the log reaction times to the comprehension 
question. The model included a random slope for Item number and was fit using the optimizer 
BOBYQA with a maximum number of evaluations set at 150,000. The p values were obtained using 
the lmerTest package (see References). The results (see table 17) of the mixed linear effects model 
showed that there was a significant effect of Verb Type on log reaction times.  
Table 17.  
Fixed Effects of Log Reaction Times  
Estimate Std. Error t Value Probability 
Intercept 7.765 0.040 196.06 < .001 *** 
Promise 0.186 0.048 3.90 < .001 *** 
Think 0.151 0.045 3.36  0.001 ** 
Untrustworthy -0.017 0.048 -0.36 0.724 
Untrustworthy by Promise -0.025 0.064 -0.40 0.694 
Untrustworthy by Think 0.072 0.064 1.11 0.272 
Note: ^ p < .05, * p < .01, ** p < .001, *** p = 0 
 
Below is a plot of the reaction times for this model. The Do condition has the shortest reaction 
times, whereas Think and Promise have similarly long reaction times.  
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Figure 13. Log Reaction Times by Verb Type. 
 
 A post-hoc Tukey comparison was done to assess the differences between the verb type 
conditions (see table 18). The results indicated that Do condition is significantly different from both 
Promise and Think in both Trustworthy and Untrustworthy conditions. However, Promise and Think 
are not significantly different in reaction time from each other in either Trustworthiness conditions.  
Table 18. 
Comparisons of Reaction Time 
Trustworthy Estimate Std. Error t ratio Probability 
Do – Promise  -0.186 0.048 -3.90 0.001 ** 
Do – Think  -0.151 0.045 -3.36 0.005 ** 
Promise – Think  0.034 0.051 0.68 0.779 
 
Untrustworthy Estimate Std. Error t ratio Probability 
Do – Promise  -0.160 0.039 -4.09 < .001 *** 
Do – Think  -0.223 0.040 -5.52 < .001 *** 
Promise – Think  -0.063 0.041 -1.52 0.289 
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 Next, I entered the mean centered OSPAN scores into the model as an interaction term. This 
model included Item number as a random slope and was fit using the optimizer BOBYQA with a 
maximum number of evaluations set at 150,000. Table 19 shows the results of the mixed linear effects 
model. Entering OSPAN into the model did not produce any significant main effects or interactions. 
Table 19.  
Fixed Effects of Log Reaction Times for OSPAN by Verb Type and by Trustworthiness  
Estimate Std. Error t Value Probability 
Intercept 7.761 0.030 257.62 < .001 *** 
Promise 0.185 0.039 4.73 < .001 *** 
Think 0.151 0.039 3.88 < .001 *** 
Untrustworthy -0.019 0.039 -0.50 0.620 
Untrustworthy by Promise -0.016 0.055 -0.29 0.773 
Untrustworthy by Think 0.072 0.055 1.31 0.191 
OSPAN 0.038 0.032 1.17 0.253 
OSPAN by Untrustworthy -0.044 0.053 -0.83 0.417 
OSPAN by Promise -0.019 0.040 -0.47 0.641 
OSPAN by Think -0.007 0.044 -0.16 0.877 
OSPAN by Untrustworthy by Promise 0.050 0.064 0.78 0.439  
OSPAN by Untrustworthy by Think 0.079 0.067 1.17 0.251 
Note: ^ p < .05, * p < .01, ** p < .001, *** p = 0 
 
Finally, I entered the mean centered RSPAN scores into the model as an interaction term. The 
model included the same random slope of Item number and was fit using the optimizer BOBYQA with 
a maximum number of evaluations set at 150,000. Table 20 shows the results of the mixed linear 
effects model. In this model, RSPAN emerges as a significant main effect for Log Reaction Times 
(t(95)= 2.118, SE =0.02805, p = 0.05). However, RSPAN does not interact with any other variable. 
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Table 20.  
Fixed Effects of Log Reaction Times for RSPAN by Verb Type and by Trustworthiness  
Estimate Std. Error t Value Probability 
Intercept 7.767 0.030 259.82 < .001 *** 
Promise 0.185 0.039 4.77 < .001 *** 
Think 0.149 0.039 3.87 < .001 *** 
Untrustworthy  -0.019 0.038 -0.49 0.623 
Untrustworthy by Promise -0.025 0.055 -0.46 0.645 
Untrustworthy by Think 0.074 0.054 1.36 0.175 
RSPAN 0.059 0.028 2.12 0.037 * 
RSPAN by Untrustworthy -0.029 0.039 -0.76 0.448 
RSPAN by Promise 0.029 0.039 0.75 0.453 
RSPAN by Think 0.035 0.039 0.88 0.379 
RSPAN by Untrustworthy by Promise 0.053 0.055 0.95 0.342 
RSPAN by Untrustworthy by Think -0.011  0.055 -0.20 0.837 
Note: ^ p < .05, * p < .01, ** p < .001, *** p = 0 
 
3.3 Discussion 
Experiment two was successful in replicating the first experiment’s hypothesis that verb type 
influences accuracy and reaction times, with lower accuracy and longer reaction times for promised 
and thought about actions as compared to completed actions. As for the second hypothesis, experiment 
two failed to find a consistent significant effect of trustworthiness modulating the outcomes of accuracy 
and reaction times, as was predicted. However, trustworthiness emerged as an interactive variable, 
interacting with a general working memory capacity and the verb type Think.  
 The third hypothesis for this experiment considered whether working memory capacity has any 
influence in how the verb or the agents are processed. Experiment one failed to find any consistency in 
either working memory type as an independent or interactive variable. Experiment two, found 
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significant interactions between OSPAN and Think, OSPAN and Untrustworthy, and a three-way 
interaction between them. In the Do condition, results indicated that Trustworthy agents are rated 
across working memory capacity (WMC) at a 75% accuracy rate. It seems as though a Trustworthy 
agent doing an action is understood at face value. Whereas an Untrustworthy agent doing an action 
comes at a cognitive price as it takes more capacity to over-ride the socio-cultural bias and balance the 
completion of the action. Here, the participants with higher WMC may be better at enhancing the 
linguistic cue (the completion of the action) and correctly responding “yes”, while those with lower 
WMC may be incorrectly enhancing the untrustworthiness of the agent and incorrectly responding 
“no”.  
In the Think condition, we find that participants were at chance to respond “no” to an 
Untrustworthy agent, suggesting that the language and sociocultural cues were unreliable, regardless of 
their WMC. We found that at low WMC, participants were responding “yes” more frequently to a 
Trustworthy agent, this suggests that the socio-cultural cue for a Trustworthy agent was strong, and that 
potentially the linguistic cue was not strong enough to be encoded. However, as WMC increased, 
participants were better at enhancing the linguistic cues, encoding them, and later correctly answering 
“no” to a Trustworthy agent thinking about an activity.  
Two participants did give feedback on the experiment and the Think condition was the only 
condition cited as being particularly bothersome, one participant noted that the character was simply 
contemplating an action and therefore couldn’t have done the action. Perhaps participants who had 
higher working memory capacity were considering the thought processes of, or creating a Theory of 
Mind for Trustworthy and Untrustworthy agents (for more on Theory of Mind and working memory, 
see Mutter, Alcorn, & Welsh, 2006).  
The final hypothesis asked if the Construction-Integration model (Kintsch, 1991) or the Structure 
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Building Framework (Gernsbacher, 1991) was more accurate in aiding our understanding of how 
participants parse connected text. Experiment two weakly supports the Structure Building Framework, 
in that a generalized measure of working memory capacity emerged as a significant interaction 
variable. However, there are no specific predictions that this framework makes for the treatment of 
verbs within discourse processing. Future experiments should continue to test for and make 
improvements on these discourse processing theories by considering verbs and their implications in 
discourse processing. 
A few weaknesses in the second experiment should be noted. The first is that a few participants 
noticed the verb paradigm used and engaged the researchers with questions on how to resolve the 
ambiguities presented with the verb types. Furthermore, creating two opposing categories of 
trustworthiness was difficult because very few Untrustworthy agents were rated as “1, not trustworthy 
at all” as opposed to many of the Trustworthy agents who were rated as “7 Very trustworthy.” As such, 
creating agents that were strong Untrustworthy archetypes was difficult. Future studies can build upon 
this final weakness and create a data bank of Trustworthiness ratings from far more subject pools than 
from university students.  
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4 General Discussion 
 The main motivation for this study was the finding that participants seem to encode actions that 
were imagined as completed actions. This study extended this idea in three ways. First, it asked if the 
confusability between thinking about an action and actually doing an action can extend to reading 
comprehension. Specifically, if someone reads about another person thinking about an action, do they 
also create a false memory trace that depicts the character completing an action that was merely 
thought about? The next extension was to include verbs that state a promised action, and if a promise is 
encoded similarly as a completed action. Finally, in experiment two, the study was expanded to contrast 
Trustworthy and Untrustworthy characters.  
 Experiment one contrasted three types of vignettes that only differed with respect to one 
sentence. Within this sentence was the main character swiftly completing an action, promising to do an 
action, or thinking about doing the action. Accuracy and reading times to the comprehension question 
were analyzed and an effect of verb type was found. Results indicated that the Do condition was 
responded to more accurately and more quickly than Promise and Think. No consistent effect of 
individual working memory capacity was found between the two in the first experiment.  
 Experiment two used the same vignettes as in experiment one, aside from one minor change: 
agents depicted in the vignettes were normed for trustworthiness, and "trustworthy" vs. "untrustworthy" 
was included as an independent variable. The results generally replicated the first experiment with 
regards to verb type in both accuracy and reaction times. The results indicated that trustworthiness was 
not a major factor across all verb types, however trustworthiness did interact with the Think verbs and 
OSPAN to influence accuracy. This result was surprising and indicates that handling information about 
agent type in the Think condition may rely not only on linguistic processing, but rather on creating a 
theory of mind about the Trustworthy agents and attempting to predict how a trustworthy character may 
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behave. It is possible that when a reader is prompted about a passage of a Trustworthy agent thinking 
about doing something, the difference between thinking about and doing an action becomes 
highlighted, and the reader reacts accordingly by responding “no”. However, OSPAN did not seem to 
have the same dramatic accuracy advantage for Untrustworthy agents. Some participants may have 
tried to take into account the untrustworthiness by answering “no”, while others may have relied more 
on the misrepresentation of the verb (as was demonstrated in experiment one) by answering “yes”, 
hence the stability of Untrustworthy agents in the Think condition.  
 One final note on the types of verbs used and the results of this study. Possibly what separates 
the Think condition from the Promise condition may also be the infrequency with which we encounter 
these Promise verbs. Indeed, a brief search in the Corpus of Contemporary American English we find 
that the verbs “thought” and “considered” are high-frequency (257,709 and 67,157 respectively) and 
drive the mean frequency for the Think category up to high frequency (M = 65,652) (Davies, 2008-). 
Whereas verbs in the Promise category are all low frequency verbs (M = 8,206.4). Future studies may 
benefit from controlling verb frequency to determine if this has an effect on overall processing and 
comprehension.  
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Appendix B: Experiment 1 R Analysis  
B.1 Asterisk 1 Trim 1 Analysis 
Below I gathered my data and brought it into my work space. 
library(readxl) 
Asterisk_T1 <- read_excel("D:/Project Asterisk/Project Asterisk Data/Asterisk Trim
1 Data.xls") 
View(Asterisk_T1) 
Next I created the variables necessary for my analysis 
library(languageR) 
Asterisk_T1$LogRT = log(Asterisk_T1$Response_Time) 
Asterisk_T1$COSPAN <- scale(Asterisk_T1$OSPAN, center = TRUE) 
Asterisk_T1$CRSPAN <- scale(Asterisk_T1$RSPAN, center = TRUE) 
library(tidyr) 
WM <- Asterisk_T1$OSPAN + Asterisk_T1$RSPAN 
Asterisk_T1$WM <- WM/2 
Asterisk_T1$Verb_Type <- as.factor(Asterisk_T1$Verb_Type) 
B.1.1 Descriptive Statistics 
library(tidyverse) 
## -- Attaching packages ---------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------------- tidyverse 1.2.1 -- 
## v ggplot2 3.0.0     v purrr   0.2.5 
## v tibble  1.4.2     v dplyr   0.7.6 
## v readr   1.1.1     v stringr 1.3.1 
## v ggplot2 3.0.0     v forcats 0.3.0 
## -- Conflicts ------------------------------------------------------------------
--------------------------------------- tidyverse_conflicts() -- 
## x dplyr::filter() masks stats::filter() 
## x dplyr::lag()    masks stats::lag() 
Asterisk1_Trim1_summary <- Asterisk_T1 %>% 
  dplyr::group_by(Verb_Type) %>% 
  dplyr::summarize( 
    MeanAcc = mean(Accuracy, na.rm = T), 
    SDAcc = sd(Accuracy, na.rm = T), 
    MeanRT = mean(Response_Time, na.rm = TRUE), 
    SDRT = sd(Response_Time, na.rm = TRUE), 
    MeanLogRT = mean(LogRT, na.rm = TRUE), 
    SDLogRT = sd(LogRT, na.rm = TRUE) 
  ) 
View(Asterisk1_Trim1_summary) 
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Next, I created objects with only the necessary information to create the plots I needed.  
B.1.1.1 Accuracy 
library(plotrix) 
library(tidyverse) 
MVAT1 <- Asterisk_T1 %>% group_by(Verb_Type) %>%  
  summarise_at(.vars = c("Accuracy"), funs(MeanAccuracy = mean(Accuracy), 
                                           SDACC = sd(Accuracy), 
                                           SEACC = std.error(Accuracy))) 
B.1.1.1.1 Accuracy Plot 
ggplot(MVAT1, aes(x=Verb_Type, y=MeanAccuracy)) + 
  ggtitle("Mean Accuracy by Verb Type")+ 
  theme(plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5)) + 
  scale_x_discrete(name="Verb Type") + 
  scale_y_continuous(name="Accuracy")+ 
  geom_col(fill="steelblue") +  
  theme_minimal() + 
  geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=MeanAccuracy-SEACC, ymax=MeanAccuracy+SEACC), width=.2, p
osition=position_dodge(.9)) 
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B.1.1.2 Reaction Times 
Just as above I created an object with only the necessary information for my plot. 
MVRT1 <- Asterisk_T1 %>% group_by(Verb_Type) %>%  
  summarise_at(.vars = c("Response_Time"), funs(MeanRT = mean(Response_Time, na.rm 
= T), 
                                                SDRT = sd(Response_Time, na.rm = 
T), 
                                                SERT = std.error(Response_Time, n
a.rm = T))) 
B.1.1.2.1 Reaction Time Plot 
ggplot(MVRT1, aes(x=Verb_Type, y=MeanRT)) + 
  ggtitle("Mean Reaction Time by Verb Type") + 
  theme(plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5)) + 
  scale_x_discrete(name="Verb Type") + 
  scale_y_continuous(name="Reaction Time (ms)") + 
  theme_minimal() + 
  geom_col(na.rm = T, fill="steelblue") +  
  geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=MeanRT-SERT, ymax=MeanRT+SERT), width=.2, position=positi
on_dodge(.9)) 
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B.1.2 LME 
Below I created models for the Mixed Linear effects models for Accuracy 
library(lme4) 
## Loading required package: Matrix 
##  
## Attaching package: 'Matrix' 
## The following object is masked from 'package:tidyr': 
##  
##     expand 
library(optimx) 
Asterisk1T1ACC.1 = glmer(Accuracy ~ Verb_Type + (1 + Verb_Type|Sub_ID), data = Ast
erisk_T1, family=binomial, glmerControl(optimizer = "bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfu
n = 100000))) 
summary(Asterisk1T1ACC.1) 
## Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace 
##   Approximation) [glmerMod] 
##  Family: binomial  ( logit ) 
## Formula: Accuracy ~ Verb_Type + (1 + Verb_Type | Sub_ID) 
##    Data: Asterisk_T1 
## Control:  
## glmerControl(optimizer = "bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 1e+05)) 
##  
##      AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
##   1991.9   2040.2   -986.9   1973.9     1581  
##  
## Scaled residuals:  
##     Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
## -2.5127 -0.8069  0.4111  0.7860  1.8677  
##  
## Random effects: 
##  Groups Name             Variance Std.Dev. Corr        
##  Sub_ID (Intercept)      0.4079   0.6387               
##         Verb_TypePromise 1.0433   1.0214   -0.88       
##         Verb_TypeThink   1.3152   1.1468   -0.78  0.96 
## Number of obs: 1590, groups:  Sub_ID, 53 
##  
## Fixed effects: 
##                  Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
## (Intercept)        1.2798     0.1453   8.806  < 2e-16 *** 
## Verb_TypePromise  -1.7140     0.2041  -8.397  < 2e-16 *** 
## Verb_TypeThink    -1.4756     0.2165  -6.814 9.49e-12 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
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## Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
##             (Intr) Vrb_TP 
## Vrb_TypPrms -0.819        
## Vrb_TypThnk -0.769  0.785 
 
Asterisk1T1ACC.2 = glmer(Accuracy ~ Verb_Type * COSPAN + (1 + COSPAN : Verb_Type|I
tem_No), data = Asterisk_T1, family=binomial, glmerControl(optimizer="bobyqa", opt
Ctrl = list(maxfun = 100000))) 
summary(Asterisk1T1ACC.2) 
## Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace 
##   Approximation) [glmerMod] 
##  Family: binomial  ( logit ) 
## Formula: Accuracy ~ Verb_Type * COSPAN + (1 + COSPAN:Verb_Type | Item_No) 
##    Data: Asterisk_T1 
## Control:  
## glmerControl(optimizer = "bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 1e+05)) 
##  
##      AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
##   2044.9   2130.8  -1006.4   2012.9     1574  
##  
## Scaled residuals:  
##     Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
## -2.2465 -0.8535  0.5169  0.9416  1.4878  
##  
## Random effects: 
##  Groups  Name                    Variance  Std.Dev. Corr              
##  Item_No (Intercept)             0.0137837 0.11740                    
##          COSPAN:Verb_TypeDo      0.0724665 0.26920  -1.00             
##          COSPAN:Verb_TypePromise 0.0009533 0.03088   0.97 -0.99       
##          COSPAN:Verb_TypeThink   0.1978755 0.44483  -0.17  0.08  0.09 
## Number of obs: 1590, groups:  Item_No, 30 
##  
## Fixed effects: 
##                         Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
## (Intercept)              1.19017    0.10698  11.125   <2e-16 *** 
## Verb_TypePromise        -1.60030    0.13769 -11.622   <2e-16 *** 
## Verb_TypeThink          -1.38031    0.13865  -9.955   <2e-16 *** 
## COSPAN                  -0.02776    0.11946  -0.232    0.816     
## Verb_TypePromise:COSPAN -0.12778    0.15066  -0.848    0.396     
## Verb_TypeThink:COSPAN    0.17335    0.17237   1.006    0.315     
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
##             (Intr) Vrb_TP Vrb_TT COSPAN V_TP:C 
## Vrb_TypPrms -0.746                             
## Vrb_TypThnk -0.742  0.576                      
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## COSPAN      -0.141  0.045  0.046               
## V_TP:COSPAN  0.119 -0.026 -0.037 -0.808        
## V_TT:COSPAN  0.081 -0.030 -0.061 -0.679  0.550 
 
Asterisk1T1ACC.3 = glmer(Accuracy ~ Verb_Type *CRSPAN + (1+ CRSPAN * Verb_Type|Ite
m_No), data = Asterisk_T1, family=binomial, glmerControl(optimizer="bobyqa", optCt
rl = list(maxfun = 100000))) 
summary(Asterisk1T1ACC.3) 
## Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace 
##   Approximation) [glmerMod] 
##  Family: binomial  ( logit ) 
## Formula:  
## Accuracy ~ Verb_Type * CRSPAN + (1 + CRSPAN * Verb_Type | Item_No) 
##    Data: Asterisk_T1 
## Control:  
## glmerControl(optimizer = "bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 1e+05)) 
##  
##      AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
##   2036.5   2181.6   -991.3   1982.5     1563  
##  
## Scaled residuals:  
##     Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
## -2.7113 -0.8493  0.4270  0.8528  2.0318  
##  
## Random effects: 
##  Groups  Name                    Variance Std.Dev. Corr                    
##  Item_No (Intercept)             0.238798 0.48867                          
##          CRSPAN                  0.001518 0.03896   0.25                   
##          Verb_TypePromise        0.934597 0.96675  -0.99 -0.41             
##          Verb_TypeThink          0.594209 0.77085  -0.99 -0.13  0.96       
##          CRSPAN:Verb_TypePromise 0.040535 0.20133  -0.88 -0.68  0.95  0.82 
##          CRSPAN:Verb_TypeThink   0.032048 0.17902  -0.49 -0.97  0.63  0.39 
##        
##        
##        
##        
##        
##        
##   0.84 
## Number of obs: 1590, groups:  Item_No, 30 
##  
## Fixed effects: 
##                         Estimate Std. Error z value Pr(>|z|)     
## (Intercept)              1.23046    0.14055   8.755  < 2e-16 *** 
## Verb_TypePromise        -1.64830    0.22672  -7.270 3.59e-13 *** 
## Verb_TypeThink          -1.42346    0.19921  -7.146 8.96e-13 *** 
## CRSPAN                  -0.02365    0.10894  -0.217   0.8282     
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## Verb_TypePromise:CRSPAN  0.01398    0.14646   0.095   0.9240     
## Verb_TypeThink:CRSPAN    0.33422    0.14885   2.245   0.0247 *   
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
##             (Intr) Vrb_TP Vrb_TT CRSPAN V_TP:C 
## Vrb_TypPrms -0.857                             
## Vrb_TypThnk -0.866  0.788                      
## CRSPAN       0.009 -0.018 -0.006               
## V_TP:CRSPAN -0.138  0.191  0.145 -0.743        
## V_TT:CRSPAN -0.068  0.104  0.041 -0.736  0.572 
Below are the models for Reaction Time 
library(lme4) 
library(lmerTest) 
##  
## Attaching package: 'lmerTest' 
## The following object is masked from 'package:lme4': 
##  
##     lmer 
## The following object is masked from 'package:stats': 
##  
##     step 
library(optimx) 
 
Asterisk1.T1.RT1 = lmer(LogRT ~ Verb_Type + (1+Verb_Type|Sub_ID) + (1+Verb_Type|It
em_No), REML = TRUE, data = Asterisk_T1) 
summary(Asterisk1.T1.RT1) 
## Linear mixed model fit by REML. t-tests use Satterthwaite's method [ 
## lmerModLmerTest] 
## Formula: LogRT ~ Verb_Type + (1 + Verb_Type | Sub_ID) + (1 + Verb_Type |   
##     Item_No) 
##    Data: Asterisk_T1 
##  
## REML criterion at convergence: 1969.1 
##  
## Scaled residuals:  
##     Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
## -2.5173 -0.7129 -0.1068  0.5936  3.9164  
##  
## Random effects: 
##  Groups   Name             Variance  Std.Dev. Corr        
##  Sub_ID   (Intercept)      0.0670845 0.25901              
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##           Verb_TypePromise 0.0016595 0.04074  -0.38       
##           Verb_TypeThink   0.0008755 0.02959   0.02 -0.93 
##  Item_No  (Intercept)      0.0063386 0.07962              
##           Verb_TypePromise 0.0005077 0.02253   0.97       
##           Verb_TypeThink   0.0002000 0.01414  -0.76 -0.57 
##  Residual                  0.1809216 0.42535              
## Number of obs: 1584, groups:  Sub_ID, 53; Item_No, 30 
##  
## Fixed effects: 
##                  Estimate Std. Error       df t value Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)       7.81366    0.04267 57.14001 183.117  < 2e-16 *** 
## Verb_TypePromise  0.10127    0.02714 96.05632   3.732 0.000322 *** 
## Verb_TypeThink    0.10430    0.02662 26.56156   3.918 0.000563 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
##             (Intr) Vrb_TP 
## Vrb_TypPrms -0.312        
## Vrb_TypThnk -0.325  0.438 
 
Asterisk1.T1.RT2 = lmer(LogRT ~ COSPAN * Verb_Type + (1+ COSPAN : Verb_Type|Sub_I
D) + (1+ COSPAN : Verb_Type|Item_No), data = Asterisk_T1, REML = FALSE, control = 
lmerControl(optimizer ="bobyqa", optCtrl=list(maxfun=100000))) 
summary(Asterisk1.T1.RT2) 
## Linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood . t-tests use 
##   Satterthwaite's method [lmerModLmerTest] 
## Formula: LogRT ~ COSPAN * Verb_Type + (1 + COSPAN:Verb_Type | Sub_ID) +   
##     (1 + COSPAN:Verb_Type | Item_No) 
##    Data: Asterisk_T1 
## Control: lmerControl(optimizer = "bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 1e+05)) 
##  
##      AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
##   1997.8   2142.8   -971.9   1943.8     1557  
##  
## Scaled residuals:  
##     Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
## -2.4958 -0.7146 -0.1063  0.6084  4.0099  
##  
## Random effects: 
##  Groups   Name                    Variance  Std.Dev. Corr              
##  Sub_ID   (Intercept)             0.0536584 0.23164                    
##           COSPAN:Verb_TypeDo      0.0043061 0.06562  -0.25             
##           COSPAN:Verb_TypePromise 0.0043320 0.06582  -0.19  1.00       
##           COSPAN:Verb_TypeThink   0.0051491 0.07176  -0.24  1.00  1.00 
##  Item_No  (Intercept)             0.0068858 0.08298                    
##           COSPAN:Verb_TypeDo      0.0002339 0.01529  -0.51             
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##           COSPAN:Verb_TypePromise 0.0002521 0.01588   0.61 -0.99       
##           COSPAN:Verb_TypeThink   0.0047788 0.06913   0.19 -0.94  0.90 
##  Residual                         0.1795858 0.42378                    
## Number of obs: 1584, groups:  Sub_ID, 53; Item_No, 30 
##  
## Fixed effects: 
##                           Estimate Std. Error         df t value Pr(>|t|) 
## (Intercept)                7.80950    0.04069   81.82618 191.903  < 2e-16 
## COSPAN                     0.08429    0.04150   28.28918   2.031 0.051728 
## Verb_TypePromise           0.10174    0.02614 1417.34699   3.892 0.000104 
## Verb_TypeThink             0.10322    0.02622 1374.27953   3.937 8.66e-05 
## COSPAN:Verb_TypePromise   -0.01262    0.02696  175.01996  -0.468 0.640306 
## COSPAN:Verb_TypeThink      0.03639    0.03071   36.33464   1.185 0.243656 
##                             
## (Intercept)             *** 
## COSPAN                  .   
## Verb_TypePromise        *** 
## Verb_TypeThink          *** 
## COSPAN:Verb_TypePromise     
## COSPAN:Verb_TypeThink       
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
##             (Intr) COSPAN Vrb_TP Vrb_TT COSPAN:V_TP 
## COSPAN      -0.131                                  
## Vrb_TypPrms -0.321  0.015                           
## Vrb_TypThnk -0.314 -0.006  0.496                    
## COSPAN:V_TP  0.059 -0.336  0.007  0.001             
## COSPAN:V_TT  0.038 -0.288  0.007 -0.008  0.517 
 
Asterisk1.T1.RT3 = lmer(LogRT ~ CRSPAN * Verb_Type + (1+ CRSPAN : Verb_Type|Sub_I
D) + (1+ CRSPAN : Verb_Type|Item_No), data = Asterisk_T1, REML = FALSE, control = 
lmerControl(optimizer ="bobyqa", optCtrl=list(maxfun=100000))) 
summary(Asterisk1.T1.RT3) 
## Linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood . t-tests use 
##   Satterthwaite's method [lmerModLmerTest] 
## Formula: LogRT ~ CRSPAN * Verb_Type + (1 + CRSPAN:Verb_Type | Sub_ID) +   
##     (1 + CRSPAN:Verb_Type | Item_No) 
##    Data: Asterisk_T1 
## Control: lmerControl(optimizer = "bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 1e+05)) 
##  
##      AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
##   2004.1   2149.0   -975.0   1950.1     1557  
##  
## Scaled residuals:  
##     Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
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## -2.4802 -0.7019 -0.1234  0.5942  3.8883  
##  
## Random effects: 
##  Groups   Name                    Variance  Std.Dev. Corr              
##  Sub_ID   (Intercept)             0.0615594 0.24811                    
##           CRSPAN:Verb_TypeDo      0.0010567 0.03251  0.86              
##           CRSPAN:Verb_TypePromise 0.0022941 0.04790  0.99  0.77        
##           CRSPAN:Verb_TypeThink   0.0033649 0.05801  0.71  0.97  0.59  
##  Item_No  (Intercept)             0.0068610 0.08283                    
##           CRSPAN:Verb_TypeDo      0.0007728 0.02780   0.23             
##           CRSPAN:Verb_TypePromise 0.0010597 0.03255  -0.16  0.93       
##           CRSPAN:Verb_TypeThink   0.0012111 0.03480  -0.50  0.73  0.93 
##  Residual                         0.1801704 0.42446                    
## Number of obs: 1584, groups:  Sub_ID, 53; Item_No, 30 
##  
## Fixed effects: 
##                           Estimate Std. Error         df t value Pr(>|t|) 
## (Intercept)               7.811564   0.041859  79.688117 186.616  < 2e-16 
## CRSPAN                   -0.056736   0.034905  17.604613  -1.625 0.121830 
## Verb_TypePromise          0.101651   0.026552 540.713332   3.828 0.000144 
## Verb_TypeThink            0.106376   0.026437 596.300862   4.024 6.47e-05 
## CRSPAN:Verb_TypePromise   0.002624   0.027775  85.956140   0.094 0.924947 
## CRSPAN:Verb_TypeThink     0.001179   0.027994  78.941429   0.042 0.966513 
##                             
## (Intercept)             *** 
## CRSPAN                      
## Verb_TypePromise        *** 
## Verb_TypeThink          *** 
## CRSPAN:Verb_TypePromise     
## CRSPAN:Verb_TypeThink       
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
##             (Intr) CRSPAN Vrb_TP Vrb_TT CRSPAN:V_TP 
## CRSPAN       0.170                                  
## Vrb_TypPrms -0.308  0.088                           
## Vrb_TypThnk -0.299  0.045  0.482                    
## CRSPAN:V_TP  0.046 -0.467 -0.024  0.007             
## CRSPAN:V_TT -0.014 -0.394 -0.002 -0.022  0.447 
B.1.2.1 Visuals 
Below I visualize some of my models using visreg package. Note I did not include all of them in 
my thesis 
library(visreg) 
library(ggeffects) 
library(ggplot2) 
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AT1Acc1 <- ggeffect(Asterisk1T1ACC.1, terms = "Verb_Type", x.as.factor = T) 
 
ggplot(AT1Acc1, aes(x, predicted))+ 
  geom_point(size =3, position = position_dodge(.5))+ 
  geom_errorbar(size=1, aes(ymin=conf.low, ymax=conf.high), width=0.3, position=po
sition_dodge(.5)) + 
  scale_y_continuous(labels = scales::percent, name="Predicted Accuracy") + expand
_limits(y=0) + 
  scale_x_discrete(name="Verb Type")+ 
  ggtitle("Predicted Probabilities for Accuracy")+ 
  theme_minimal()+ 
  theme(plot.title = element_text(size = 18, face = "bold", hjust = .15))+ 
  theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size= 14, vjust = .1)) + 
  theme(axis.title.y = element_text(size= 14, vjust = 2))+ 
  theme(axis.text.x = element_text(size= 12)) + 
  theme(axis.text.y = element_text(size= 12)) 
 
 
visreg(Asterisk1.T1.RT1, "Verb_Type", ylab="Log Reaction Times", gg=TRUE, points=
F)+ ggtitle("Log Reaction Times") 
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visreg(Asterisk1.T1.RT2, "COSPAN", "Verb_Type", ylab="Log Reaction Times", gg=TRU
E, points=F)+ ggtitle("Log Reaction Times") 
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B.1.2.2 Pairwise comparisons 
Finally, I compared the means using the emmeans package. 
library(emmeans) 
## NOTE: As of emmeans versions > 1.2.3, 
##       The 'cld' function will be deprecated in favor of 'CLD'. 
##       You may use 'cld' only if you have package:multcomp attached. 
emmeans(Asterisk1T1ACC.1, pairwise~Verb_Type) 
## $emmeans 
##  Verb_Type     emmean        SE  df  asymp.LCL   asymp.UCL 
##  Do         1.2798191 0.1453349 Inf  0.9949679  1.56467022 
##  Promise   -0.4342250 0.1191039 Inf -0.6676644 -0.20078557 
##  Think     -0.1957634 0.1400085 Inf -0.4701750  0.07864813 
##  
## Results are given on the logit (not the response) scale.  
## Confidence level used: 0.95  
##  
## $contrasts 
##  contrast          estimate        SE  df z.ratio p.value 
##  Do - Promise     1.7140441 0.2041279 Inf   8.397  <.0001 
##  Do - Think       1.4755825 0.2165486 Inf   6.814  <.0001 
##  Promise - Think -0.2384616 0.1384632 Inf  -1.722  0.1968 
##  
## Results are given on the log odds ratio (not the response) scale.  
## P value adjustment: tukey method for comparing a family of 3 estimates 
emmeans(Asterisk1.T1.RT1, pairwise~Verb_Type) 
## $emmeans 
##  Verb_Type   emmean         SE    df lower.CL upper.CL 
##  Do        7.813659 0.04267025 57.14 7.728218 7.899100 
##  Promise   7.914931 0.04283906 59.71 7.829232 8.000631 
##  Think     7.917962 0.04231782 54.67 7.833144 8.002780 
##  
## Degrees-of-freedom method: satterthwaite  
## Confidence level used: 0.95  
##  
## $contrasts 
##  contrast            estimate         SE    df t.ratio p.value 
##  Do - Promise    -0.101272346 0.02713596 96.06  -3.732  0.0009 
##  Do - Think      -0.104302878 0.02662459 26.56  -3.918  0.0016 
##  Promise - Think -0.003030533 0.02849618 42.10  -0.106  0.9938 
##  
## P value adjustment: tukey method for comparing a family of 3 estimates 
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Appendix C: Experiment 2 R Analysis  
C.1 Asterisk 2 Trim 1 Analysis 
Below I gathered my data and brought it into my work space. 
library(readxl) 
Asterisk2_T1 <- read_excel("D:/Project Asterisk/Project Asterisk 2/Asterisk 2 Trim
1 Data.xls") 
View(Asterisk2_T1) 
Next I created the variables necessary for my analysis. 
library(languageR) 
Asterisk2_T1$LogRT = log(Asterisk2_T1$Reaction_Time) 
Asterisk2_T1$COSPAN <- scale(Asterisk2_T1$OSPAN, center = TRUE) 
Asterisk2_T1$CRSPAN <- scale(Asterisk2_T1$RSPAN, center = TRUE) 
WM <- Asterisk2_T1$OSPAN + Asterisk2_T1$RSPAN 
Asterisk2_T1$WM <- WM/2 
Asterisk2_T1$Verb_Type <- as.factor(Asterisk2_T1$Verb_Type) 
Asterisk2_T1$Trust_Untrust <- as.factor(Asterisk2_T1$Trust_Untrust) 
C.1.1 Descriptive Statistics 
Below I obtained my descriptive statistics with the following.. 
library(tidyverse) 
## -- Attaching packages ---------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------------ tidyverse 1.2.1 -- 
## v ggplot2 3.0.0     v purrr   0.2.5 
## v tibble  1.4.2     v dplyr   0.7.6 
## v tidyr   0.8.1     v stringr 1.3.1 
## v readr   1.1.1     v forcats 0.3.0 
## -- Conflicts ------------------------------------------------------------------
------------------------------------ tidyverse_conflicts() -- 
## x dplyr::filter() masks stats::filter() 
## x dplyr::lag()    masks stats::lag() 
library(tidyverse) 
Asterisk2_Trim1_sum <- Asterisk2_T1 %>% 
  dplyr::group_by(Verb_Type, Trust_Untrust) %>% 
  dplyr::summarize( 
    MeanRT = mean(Reaction_Time, na.rm = T), 
    SDRT = sd(Reaction_Time, na.rm = T), 
    MeanLogRT = mean(LogRT, na.rm = T), 
    SDLogRT = sd(LogRT, na.rm = T), 
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    MeanAcc = mean(Accuracy), 
    SDAcc = sd(Accuracy), 
    MeanOSPAN = mean(OSPAN, na.rm=T), 
    CorrLogRTxAcc = cor(LogRT, Accuracy), 
    CorrRSPANxOSPAN = cor(RSPAN, OSPAN), 
    CorrLogRTxOSPAN = cor(LogRT, OSPAN), 
    CorrLogRTxRSPAN = cor(LogRT, RSPAN), 
    CorrAccxOSPAN = cor(Accuracy, OSPAN), 
    CorrAccxRSPAN = cor(Accuracy, RSPAN), 
    CorrLogRTxWM = cor(LogRT, WM), 
    CorrAccxWM = cor(Accuracy, WM) 
  ) 
View(Asterisk2_Trim1_sum) 
Next, I created objects with only the necessary information to create the plots I needed. 
C.1.1.1 Accuracy 
library(plotrix) 
library(reshape2) 
##  
## Attaching package: 'reshape2' 
## The following object is masked from 'package:tidyr': 
##  
##     smiths 
MVA2T1 <- Asterisk2_T1 %>% group_by(Verb_Type, Trust_Untrust) %>%  
  summarise_at(.vars = c("Accuracy"), funs(MeanAccuracy = mean(Accuracy), 
                                           SDAcc = sd(Accuracy), 
                                           SEACC = sd(Accuracy)/sqrt((sum(!is.na(A
ccuracy)))))) 
C.1.1.1.1 Accuracy Plot 
ggplot(data=MVA2T1, aes(x=Verb_Type, y=MeanAccuracy, fill=Trust_Untrust)) +  
  ggtitle("Mean Accuracy by\nVerb Type and Trustworthiness")+ 
  theme(plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5)) + 
  scale_x_discrete(name="Verb Type") + 
  scale_y_continuous(name="Accuracy")+ 
  guides(fill=guide_legend(title=NULL))+ 
  geom_bar(stat="identity", position=position_dodge())+ 
  scale_fill_brewer(palette="Paired")+ 
  theme_minimal() + 
  geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=MeanAccuracy-SEACC, ymax=MeanAccuracy+SEACC), width=.2, p
osition=position_dodge(.9)) 
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C.1.1.2 Reaction Times 
MVRT2T1 <- Asterisk2_T1 %>% group_by(Verb_Type, Trust_Untrust) %>%  
  summarise_at(.vars = c("Reaction_Time"),  
               funs(MeanRT = mean(Reaction_Time, na.rm = T), 
                    SDRT = sd(Reaction_Time, na.rm = T), 
                    SERT = sd(Reaction_Time, na.rm = T)/sqrt((sum(!is.na(Reaction_
Time)))))) 
C.1.1.2.1 Reaction Times Plot 
ggplot(data=MVRT2T1, aes(x=Verb_Type, y=MeanRT, fill=Trust_Untrust)) + 
  ggtitle("Mean Reaction Times by\nVerb Type and Trustworthiness") + 
  theme(plot.title = element_text(hjust = 0.5)) + 
  scale_x_discrete(name="Verb Type") + 
  scale_y_continuous(name="Reaction Time (ms)")+ 
  guides(fill=guide_legend(title=NULL))+ 
  geom_bar(stat="identity", position=position_dodge())+ 
  scale_fill_brewer(palette="Paired")+ 
  theme_minimal()+ 
  geom_errorbar(aes(ymin=MeanRT-SERT, ymax=MeanRT+SERT), width=.2, position=positi
on_dodge(.9)) 
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C.1.2 LME Models 
C.1.2.1 Accuracy 
library(lme4) 
## Loading required package: Matrix 
##  
## Attaching package: 'Matrix' 
## The following object is masked from 'package:tidyr': 
##  
##     expand 
Asterisk2T1ACC.1 = glmer(Accuracy ~ Trust_Untrust*Verb_Type + (1 + Verb_Type*Trust
_Untrust|Sub_ID), data = Asterisk2_T1, family = binomial, glmerControl(optimizer="
bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 100000))) 
summary(Asterisk2T1ACC.1) 
## Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace 
##   Approximation) [glmerMod] 
##  Family: binomial  ( logit ) 
## Formula:  
## Accuracy ~ Trust_Untrust * Verb_Type + (1 + Verb_Type * Trust_Untrust |   
##     Sub_ID) 
##    Data: Asterisk2_T1 
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## Control:  
## glmerControl(optimizer = "bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 1e+05)) 
##  
##      AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
##   2350.9   2500.3  -1148.4   2296.9     1845  
##  
## Scaled residuals:  
##     Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
## -2.2361 -0.7422  0.4500  0.6474  2.0656  
##  
## Random effects: 
##  Groups Name                                        Variance Std.Dev. 
##  Sub_ID (Intercept)                                 0.02647  0.1627   
##         Verb_TypePromise                            0.35946  0.5996   
##         Verb_TypeThink                              1.49504  1.2227   
##         Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                  0.24400  0.4940   
##         Verb_TypePromise:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy 0.26476  0.5146   
##         Verb_TypeThink:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy   0.78322  0.8850   
##  Corr                          
##                                
##  -0.79                         
##   0.04  0.33                   
##  -0.12 -0.31 -0.29             
##   0.17  0.36  0.72 -0.87       
##  -0.07  0.14 -0.61 -0.54  0.09 
## Number of obs: 1872, groups:  Sub_ID, 78 
##  
## Fixed effects: 
##                                             Estimate Std. Error z value 
## (Intercept)                                  1.13989    0.13564   8.403 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                   0.22776    0.21819   1.044 
## Verb_TypePromise                            -1.76643    0.19464  -9.075 
## Verb_TypeThink                              -1.41255    0.23413  -6.033 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise -0.25887    0.28087  -0.922 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink   -0.06581    0.29309  -0.225 
##                                             Pr(>|z|)     
## (Intercept)                                  < 2e-16 *** 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                     0.297     
## Verb_TypePromise                             < 2e-16 *** 
## Verb_TypeThink                              1.61e-09 *** 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise    0.357     
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink      0.822     
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
##             (Intr) Trs_UU Vrb_TP Vrb_TT T_UU:V_TP 
## Trst_UntrsU -0.612                                
## Vrb_TypPrms -0.722  0.396                         
## Vrb_TypThnk -0.566  0.308  0.464                  
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## Trs_UU:V_TP  0.477 -0.773 -0.579 -0.186           
## Trs_UU:V_TT  0.449 -0.743 -0.298 -0.642  0.547 
Asterisk2T1ACC.2 = glmer(Accuracy ~ COSPAN*Trust_Untrust*Verb_Type + (1 + COSPAN:T
rust_Untrust:Verb_Type|Item_No), data = Asterisk2_T1, family= binomial, glmerContr
ol(optimizer="bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 100000))) 
summary(Asterisk2T1ACC.2) 
## Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace 
##   Approximation) [glmerMod] 
##  Family: binomial  ( logit ) 
## Formula:  
## Accuracy ~ COSPAN * Trust_Untrust * Verb_Type + (1 + COSPAN:Trust_Untrust:Verb_
Type |   
##     Item_No) 
##    Data: Asterisk2_T1 
## Control:  
## glmerControl(optimizer = "bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 1e+05)) 
##  
##      AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
##   2364.6   2585.5  -1142.3   2284.6     1808  
##  
## Scaled residuals:  
##     Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
## -2.7296 -0.8024  0.4361  0.8311  1.9071  
##  
## Random effects: 
##  Groups  Name                                               Variance 
##  Item_No (Intercept)                                        0.06035  
##          COSPAN:Trust_UntrustTrustworthy:Verb_TypeDo        0.09222  
##          COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeDo      0.03352  
##          COSPAN:Trust_UntrustTrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise   0.05108  
##          COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise 0.17601  
##          COSPAN:Trust_UntrustTrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink     0.13146  
##          COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink   0.04968  
##  Std.Dev. Corr                                
##  0.2457                                       
##  0.3037    0.21                               
##  0.1831   -0.21  0.70                         
##  0.2260    0.87  0.66  0.19                   
##  0.4195    0.07 -0.40 -0.89 -0.15             
##  0.3626    0.73 -0.51 -0.71  0.31  0.40       
##  0.2229   -0.83 -0.57 -0.37 -0.92  0.46 -0.30 
## Number of obs: 1848, groups:  Item_No, 24 
##  
## Fixed effects: 
##                                                    Estimate Std. Error 
## (Intercept)                                         1.15836    0.14650 
## COSPAN                                             -0.11956    0.15847 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                          0.16978    0.19794 
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## Verb_TypePromise                                   -1.75305    0.18356 
## Verb_TypeThink                                     -1.42489    0.18351 
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                   0.43065    0.20558 
## COSPAN:Verb_TypePromise                             0.03564    0.19541 
## COSPAN:Verb_TypeThink                               0.56979    0.23254 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise        -0.20453    0.26333 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink          -0.01180    0.25957 
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise -0.29147    0.29018 
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink   -0.97611    0.29250 
##                                                    z value Pr(>|z|)     
## (Intercept)                                          7.907 2.64e-15 *** 
## COSPAN                                              -0.754 0.450549     
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                           0.858 0.391033     
## Verb_TypePromise                                    -9.550  < 2e-16 *** 
## Verb_TypeThink                                      -7.765 8.19e-15 *** 
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                    2.095 0.036187 *   
## COSPAN:Verb_TypePromise                              0.182 0.855283     
## COSPAN:Verb_TypeThink                                2.450 0.014275 *   
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise         -0.777 0.437336     
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink           -0.045 0.963730     
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise  -1.004 0.315161     
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink    -3.337 0.000846 *** 
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
##                  (Intr) COSPAN Trs_UU Vrb_TP Vrb_TT COSPAN:Tr_UU 
## COSPAN           -0.057                                          
## Trst_UntrsU      -0.650  0.065                                   
## Vrb_TypPrms      -0.705  0.066  0.518                            
## Vrb_TypThnk      -0.708  0.071  0.521  0.566                     
## COSPAN:Tr_UU      0.033 -0.722  0.011 -0.052 -0.056              
## COSPAN:V_TP       0.113 -0.748 -0.050 -0.042 -0.054  0.544       
## COSPAN:V_TT       0.123 -0.751 -0.047 -0.048 -0.092  0.507       
## Trs_UU:V_TP       0.488 -0.049 -0.752 -0.693 -0.392 -0.008       
## Trs_UU:V_TT       0.499 -0.052 -0.764 -0.397 -0.705 -0.005       
## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TP -0.061  0.425 -0.008  0.029  0.039 -0.696       
## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TT -0.136  0.529 -0.005  0.039  0.075 -0.703       
##                  COSPAN:V_TP COSPAN:V_TT T_UU:V_TP T_UU:V_TT 
## COSPAN                                                       
## Trst_UntrsU                                                  
## Vrb_TypPrms                                                  
## Vrb_TypThnk                                                  
## COSPAN:Tr_UU                                                 
## COSPAN:V_TP                                                  
## COSPAN:V_TT       0.588                                      
## Trs_UU:V_TP       0.033       0.036                          
## Trs_UU:V_TT       0.039       0.066       0.575              
## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TP -0.622      -0.278      -0.008     0.003    
## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TT -0.448      -0.736       0.003    -0.030    
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##                  COSPAN:T_UU:V_TP 
## COSPAN                            
## Trst_UntrsU                       
## Vrb_TypPrms                       
## Vrb_TypThnk                       
## COSPAN:Tr_UU                      
## COSPAN:V_TP                       
## COSPAN:V_TT                       
## Trs_UU:V_TP                       
## Trs_UU:V_TT                       
## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TP                  
## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TT  0.515 
Asterisk2T1ACC.3 = glmer(Accuracy ~ CRSPAN*Trust_Untrust*Verb_Type + (1 + CRSPAN:T
rust_Untrust:Verb_Type|Item_No), data = Asterisk2_T1, family= binomial, glmerContr
ol(optimizer="bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 150000))) 
summary(Asterisk2T1ACC.3) 
## Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace 
##   Approximation) [glmerMod] 
##  Family: binomial  ( logit ) 
## Formula:  
## Accuracy ~ CRSPAN * Trust_Untrust * Verb_Type + (1 + CRSPAN:Trust_Untrust:Verb_
Type |   
##     Item_No) 
##    Data: Asterisk2_T1 
## Control:  
## glmerControl(optimizer = "bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 150000)) 
##  
##      AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
##   2396.7   2618.1  -1158.4   2316.7     1832  
##  
## Scaled residuals:  
##     Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
## -2.7132 -0.8016  0.4560  0.8625  1.8812  
##  
## Random effects: 
##  Groups  Name                                               Variance  
##  Item_No (Intercept)                                        0.0650167 
##          CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustTrustworthy:Verb_TypeDo        0.1433290 
##          CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeDo      0.0008311 
##          CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustTrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise   0.1341272 
##          CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise 0.2227547 
##          CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustTrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink     0.0694165 
##          CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink   0.0800926 
##  Std.Dev. Corr                                
##  0.25498                                      
##  0.37859   0.85                               
##  0.02883   0.70  0.39                         
##  0.36623   0.60  0.14  0.51                   
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##  0.47197   0.08  0.27  0.47 -0.53             
##  0.26347   0.24 -0.29  0.67  0.76 -0.13       
##  0.28301  -0.30 -0.18  0.31 -0.58  0.90  0.02 
## Number of obs: 1872, groups:  Item_No, 24 
##  
## Fixed effects: 
##                                                     Estimate Std. Error 
## (Intercept)                                         1.190475   0.148765 
## CRSPAN                                              0.049490   0.157610 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                          0.124417   0.196751 
## Verb_TypePromise                                   -1.818347   0.186504 
## Verb_TypeThink                                     -1.417320   0.182636 
## CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                  -0.000785   0.208908 
## CRSPAN:Verb_TypePromise                             0.074929   0.213022 
## CRSPAN:Verb_TypeThink                               0.253333   0.213463 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise        -0.140608   0.263791 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink           0.009613   0.257838 
## CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise -0.102290   0.319044 
## CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink   -0.306831   0.283617 
##                                                    z value Pr(>|z|)     
## (Intercept)                                          8.002 1.22e-15 *** 
## CRSPAN                                               0.314    0.754     
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                           0.632    0.527     
## Verb_TypePromise                                    -9.750  < 2e-16 *** 
## Verb_TypeThink                                      -7.760 8.47e-15 *** 
## CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                   -0.004    0.997     
## CRSPAN:Verb_TypePromise                              0.352    0.725     
## CRSPAN:Verb_TypeThink                                1.187    0.235     
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise         -0.533    0.594     
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink            0.037    0.970     
## CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise  -0.321    0.749     
## CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink    -1.082    0.279     
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
##                  (Intr) CRSPAN Trs_UU Vrb_TP Vrb_TT CRSPAN:Tr_UU 
## CRSPAN            0.150                                          
## Trst_UntrsU      -0.661  0.000                                   
## Vrb_TypPrms      -0.701 -0.006  0.527                            
## Vrb_TypThnk      -0.714 -0.005  0.538  0.571                     
## CRSPAN:Tr_UU     -0.105 -0.744  0.012  0.003  0.003              
## CRSPAN:V_TP      -0.037 -0.716  0.000 -0.022  0.001  0.537       
## CRSPAN:V_TT      -0.093 -0.772  0.001  0.003 -0.019  0.580       
## Trs_UU:V_TP       0.493  0.002 -0.746 -0.702 -0.401 -0.011       
## Trs_UU:V_TT       0.506  0.001 -0.765 -0.403 -0.708 -0.010       
## CRSPAN:T_UU:V_TP  0.027  0.510 -0.007  0.013  0.001 -0.670       
## CRSPAN:T_UU:V_TT  0.039  0.552 -0.008  0.003  0.018 -0.743       
##                  CRSPAN:V_TP CRSPAN:V_TT T_UU:V_TP T_UU:V_TT 
## CRSPAN                                                       
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## Trst_UntrsU                                                  
## Vrb_TypPrms                                                  
## Vrb_TypThnk                                                  
## CRSPAN:Tr_UU                                                 
## CRSPAN:V_TP                                                  
## CRSPAN:V_TT       0.628                                      
## Trs_UU:V_TP       0.016       0.001                          
## Trs_UU:V_TT       0.000       0.016       0.569              
## CRSPAN:T_UU:V_TP -0.748      -0.457      -0.017     0.006    
## CRSPAN:T_UU:V_TT -0.495      -0.734       0.006    -0.015    
##                  CRSPAN:T_UU:V_TP 
## CRSPAN                            
## Trst_UntrsU                       
## Vrb_TypPrms                       
## Vrb_TypThnk                       
## CRSPAN:Tr_UU                      
## CRSPAN:V_TP                       
## CRSPAN:V_TT                       
## Trs_UU:V_TP                       
## Trs_UU:V_TT                       
## CRSPAN:T_UU:V_TP                  
## CRSPAN:T_UU:V_TT  0.624 
C.1.2.2 Reaction Time 
library(lmerTest) 
##  
## Attaching package: 'lmerTest' 
## The following object is masked from 'package:lme4': 
##  
##     lmer 
## The following object is masked from 'package:stats': 
##  
##     step 
Asterisk2T1RT.1 = lmer(LogRT ~ Trust_Untrust*Verb_Type + (1 + Trust_Untrust*Verb_T
ype|Item_No), data = Asterisk2_T1, REML = FALSE, control = lmerControl(optimizer="
bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 150000))) 
summary(Asterisk2T1RT.1) 
## Linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood . t-tests use 
##   Satterthwaite's method [lmerModLmerTest] 
## Formula:  
## LogRT ~ Trust_Untrust * Verb_Type + (1 + Trust_Untrust * Verb_Type |   
##     Item_No) 
##    Data: Asterisk2_T1 
## Control:  
## lmerControl(optimizer = "bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 150000)) 
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##  
##      AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
##   2679.0   2833.9  -1311.5   2623.0     1837  
##  
## Scaled residuals:  
##     Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
## -2.5569 -0.7110 -0.1504  0.5714  3.7734  
##  
## Random effects: 
##  Groups   Name                                        Variance Std.Dev. 
##  Item_No  (Intercept)                                 0.01965  0.1402   
##           Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                  0.01964  0.1401   
##           Verb_TypePromise                            0.01833  0.1354   
##           Verb_TypeThink                              0.01262  0.1123   
##           Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise 0.02622  0.1619   
##           Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink   0.02715  0.1648   
##  Residual                                             0.23321  0.4829   
##  Corr                          
##                                
##  -0.89                         
##  -0.72  0.49                   
##  -0.80  0.85  0.16             
##   0.65 -0.43 -0.99 -0.07       
##   0.79 -0.90 -0.17 -0.99  0.08 
##                                
## Number of obs: 1865, groups:  Item_No, 24 
##  
## Fixed effects: 
##                                             Estimate Std. Error       df 
## (Intercept)                                  7.76559    0.03961 25.87289 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                  -0.01716    0.04812 26.58579 
## Verb_TypePromise                             0.18566    0.04763 32.14277 
## Verb_TypeThink                               0.15127    0.04501 42.44301 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise -0.02537    0.06399 33.50386 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink    0.07167    0.06425 36.72489 
##                                             t value Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)                                 196.064  < 2e-16 *** 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                   -0.357 0.724256     
## Verb_TypePromise                              3.898 0.000464 *** 
## Verb_TypeThink                                3.361 0.001651 **  
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise  -0.396 0.694295     
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink     1.115 0.271893     
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
##             (Intr) Trs_UU Vrb_TP Vrb_TT T_UU:V_TP 
## Trst_UntrsU -0.776                                
## Vrb_TypPrms -0.700  0.498                         
## Vrb_TypThnk -0.716  0.604  0.398                  
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## Trs_UU:V_TP  0.538 -0.617 -0.792 -0.278           
## Trs_UU:V_TT  0.594 -0.765 -0.296 -0.782  0.385 
Asterisk2T1RT.2 = lmer(LogRT ~ COSPAN*Trust_Untrust*Verb_Type + (1 + COSPAN:Trust_
Untrust:Verb_Type|Item_No), data = Asterisk2_T1, REML = FALSE, control = lmerContr
ol(optimizer="bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 150000))) 
summary(Asterisk2T1RT.2 ) 
## Linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood . t-tests use 
##   Satterthwaite's method [lmerModLmerTest] 
## Formula:  
## LogRT ~ COSPAN * Trust_Untrust * Verb_Type + (1 + COSPAN:Trust_Untrust:Verb_Typ
e |   
##     Item_No) 
##    Data: Asterisk2_T1 
## Control:  
## lmerControl(optimizer = "bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 150000)) 
##  
##      AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
##   2674.6   2900.9  -1296.3   2592.6     1800  
##  
## Scaled residuals:  
##     Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
## -2.5073 -0.7049 -0.1492  0.5522  4.0076  
##  
## Random effects: 
##  Groups   Name                                               Variance 
##  Item_No  (Intercept)                                        0.003590 
##           COSPAN:Trust_UntrustTrustworthy:Verb_TypeDo        0.006358 
##           COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeDo      0.011265 
##           COSPAN:Trust_UntrustTrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise   0.010170 
##           COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise 0.010980 
##           COSPAN:Trust_UntrustTrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink     0.004368 
##           COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink   0.008694 
##  Residual                                                    0.231468 
##  Std.Dev. Corr                                
##  0.05991                                      
##  0.07974   0.22                               
##  0.10614  -0.70 -0.79                         
##  0.10085   0.08  0.97 -0.70                   
##  0.10479   0.09 -0.50  0.10 -0.43             
##  0.06609   0.03  0.13 -0.33  0.01  0.24       
##  0.09324   0.16 -0.50  0.43 -0.42  0.09 -0.88 
##  0.48111                                      
## Number of obs: 1841, groups:  Item_No, 24 
##  
## Fixed effects: 
##                                                      Estimate Std. Error 
## (Intercept)                                         7.761e+00  3.013e-02 
## COSPAN                                              3.782e-02  3.240e-02 
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## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                         -1.926e-02  3.884e-02 
## Verb_TypePromise                                    1.846e-01  3.900e-02 
## Verb_TypeThink                                      1.510e-01  3.893e-02 
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                  -4.423e-02  5.356e-02 
## COSPAN:Verb_TypePromise                            -1.876e-02  4.018e-02 
## COSPAN:Verb_TypeThink                              -6.906e-03  4.429e-02 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise        -1.591e-02  5.511e-02 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink           7.187e-02  5.495e-02 
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise  4.975e-02  6.370e-02 
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink    7.864e-02  6.710e-02 
##                                                            df t value 
## (Intercept)                                         2.461e+02 257.619 
## COSPAN                                              2.880e+01   1.167 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                          1.734e+03  -0.496 
## Verb_TypePromise                                    1.750e+03   4.732 
## Verb_TypeThink                                      1.740e+03   3.878 
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                   2.442e+01  -0.826 
## COSPAN:Verb_TypePromise                             2.273e+02  -0.467 
## COSPAN:Verb_TypeThink                               3.184e+01  -0.156 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise         1.754e+03  -0.289 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink           1.736e+03   1.308 
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise  4.227e+01   0.781 
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink    2.820e+01   1.172 
##                                                    Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)                                         < 2e-16 *** 
## COSPAN                                             0.252638     
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                         0.620056     
## Verb_TypePromise                                    2.4e-06 *** 
## Verb_TypeThink                                     0.000109 *** 
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                  0.416879     
## COSPAN:Verb_TypePromise                            0.640975     
## COSPAN:Verb_TypeThink                              0.877084     
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise        0.772884     
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink          0.191080     
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise 0.439142     
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink   0.250996     
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
##                  (Intr) COSPAN Trs_UU Vrb_TP Vrb_TT COSPAN:Tr_UU 
## COSPAN            0.034                                          
## Trst_UntrsU      -0.645  0.002                                   
## Vrb_TypPrms      -0.644  0.004  0.498                            
## Vrb_TypThnk      -0.646  0.008  0.499  0.498                     
## COSPAN:Tr_UU     -0.141 -0.760 -0.005 -0.001 -0.001              
## COSPAN:V_TP      -0.015 -0.549  0.001 -0.008 -0.003  0.318       
## COSPAN:V_TT      -0.021 -0.712 -0.002 -0.002 -0.013  0.505       
## Trs_UU:V_TP       0.454  0.000 -0.705 -0.706 -0.352  0.006       
## Trs_UU:V_TT       0.456 -0.002 -0.707 -0.352 -0.705  0.004       
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## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TP  0.123  0.398  0.003  0.002  0.000 -0.593       
## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TT  0.128  0.526  0.004  0.001  0.002 -0.672       
##                  COSPAN:V_TP COSPAN:V_TT T_UU:V_TP T_UU:V_TT 
## COSPAN                                                       
## Trst_UntrsU                                                  
## Vrb_TypPrms                                                  
## Vrb_TypThnk                                                  
## COSPAN:Tr_UU                                                 
## COSPAN:V_TP                                                  
## COSPAN:V_TT       0.388                                      
## Trs_UU:V_TP       0.002       0.001                          
## Trs_UU:V_TT      -0.001       0.002       0.499              
## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TP -0.626      -0.226      -0.010    -0.002    
## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TT -0.250      -0.739      -0.004    -0.003    
##                  COSPAN:T_UU:V_TP 
## COSPAN                            
## Trst_UntrsU                       
## Vrb_TypPrms                       
## Vrb_TypThnk                       
## COSPAN:Tr_UU                      
## COSPAN:V_TP                       
## COSPAN:V_TT                       
## Trs_UU:V_TP                       
## Trs_UU:V_TT                       
## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TP                  
## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TT  0.399 
Asterisk2T1RT.3 = lmer(LogRT ~ CRSPAN*Trust_Untrust*Verb_Type + (1 + CRSPAN:Trust_
Untrust:Verb_Type|Item_No), data = Asterisk2_T1, REML = FALSE, control = lmerContr
ol(optimizer="bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 150000))) 
summary(Asterisk2T1RT.3) 
## Linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood . t-tests use 
##   Satterthwaite's method [lmerModLmerTest] 
## Formula:  
## LogRT ~ CRSPAN * Trust_Untrust * Verb_Type + (1 + CRSPAN:Trust_Untrust:Verb_Typ
e |   
##     Item_No) 
##    Data: Asterisk2_T1 
## Control:  
## lmerControl(optimizer = "bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 150000)) 
##  
##      AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
##   2668.5   2895.3  -1293.3   2586.5     1824  
##  
## Scaled residuals:  
##     Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
## -2.6208 -0.7023 -0.1612  0.5793  3.7839  
##  
## Random effects: 
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##  Groups   Name                                               Variance  
##  Item_No  (Intercept)                                        0.0035373 
##           CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustTrustworthy:Verb_TypeDo        0.0009607 
##           CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeDo      0.0001110 
##           CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustTrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise   0.0031371 
##           CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise 0.0003926 
##           CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustTrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink     0.0001127 
##           CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink   0.0001358 
##  Residual                                                    0.2315483 
##  Std.Dev. Corr                                
##  0.05947                                      
##  0.03099   0.86                               
##  0.01054  -0.29  0.23                         
##  0.05601   0.88  1.00  0.19                   
##  0.01981  -0.96 -0.97  0.00 -0.98             
##  0.01062   0.18 -0.35 -0.99 -0.31  0.11       
##  0.01165   1.00  0.90 -0.21  0.92 -0.98  0.09 
##  0.48119                                      
## Number of obs: 1865, groups:  Item_No, 24 
##  
## Fixed effects: 
##                                                      Estimate Std. Error 
## (Intercept)                                           7.76754    0.02990 
## CRSPAN                                                0.05940    0.02805 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                           -0.01894    0.03858 
## Verb_TypePromise                                      0.18509    0.03877 
## Verb_TypeThink                                        0.14953    0.03861 
## CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                    -0.02973    0.03913 
## CRSPAN:Verb_TypePromise                               0.02941    0.03916 
## CRSPAN:Verb_TypeThink                                 0.03484    0.03941 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise          -0.02521    0.05470 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink             0.07405    0.05457 
## CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise    0.05297    0.05561 
## CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink     -0.01137    0.05538 
##                                                            df t value 
## (Intercept)                                         245.34048 259.822 
## CRSPAN                                               95.17612   2.118 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                         1824.06627  -0.491 
## Verb_TypePromise                                   1737.83033   4.774 
## Verb_TypeThink                                     1821.76708   3.873 
## CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                   257.52988  -0.760 
## CRSPAN:Verb_TypePromise                             290.30795   0.751 
## CRSPAN:Verb_TypeThink                                99.29501   0.884 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise        1826.38051  -0.461 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink          1831.19314   1.357 
## CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise  154.59889   0.952 
## CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink    232.78854  -0.205 
##                                                    Pr(>|t|)     
## (Intercept)                                         < 2e-16 *** 
## CRSPAN                                             0.036800 *   
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## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                         0.623531     
## Verb_TypePromise                                   1.96e-06 *** 
## Verb_TypeThink                                     0.000111 *** 
## CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                  0.448129     
## CRSPAN:Verb_TypePromise                            0.453258     
## CRSPAN:Verb_TypeThink                              0.378790     
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise        0.644915     
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink          0.174976     
## CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise 0.342331     
## CRSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink   0.837462     
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
##                  (Intr) CRSPAN Trs_UU Vrb_TP Vrb_TT CRSPAN:Tr_UU 
## CRSPAN            0.079                                          
## Trst_UntrsU      -0.647  0.000                                   
## Vrb_TypPrms      -0.645  0.000  0.499                            
## Vrb_TypThnk      -0.646  0.000  0.501  0.499                     
## CRSPAN:Tr_UU     -0.063 -0.712 -0.001  0.000  0.000              
## CRSPAN:V_TP       0.047 -0.652  0.000  0.005  0.000  0.465       
## CRSPAN:V_TT      -0.053 -0.718  0.001  0.000  0.001  0.508       
## Trs_UU:V_TP       0.457  0.000 -0.706 -0.709 -0.354  0.001       
## Trs_UU:V_TT       0.457  0.000 -0.707 -0.353 -0.708  0.000       
## CRSPAN:T_UU:V_TP -0.058  0.440  0.000 -0.003  0.000 -0.662       
## CRSPAN:T_UU:V_TT  0.059  0.516  0.000  0.000  0.000 -0.714       
##                  CRSPAN:V_TP CRSPAN:V_TT T_UU:V_TP T_UU:V_TT 
## CRSPAN                                                       
## Trst_UntrsU                                                  
## Vrb_TypPrms                                                  
## Vrb_TypThnk                                                  
## CRSPAN:Tr_UU                                                 
## CRSPAN:V_TP                                                  
## CRSPAN:V_TT       0.463                                      
## Trs_UU:V_TP      -0.004       0.000                          
## Trs_UU:V_TT       0.000       0.000       0.499              
## CRSPAN:T_UU:V_TP -0.711      -0.310       0.002    -0.001    
## CRSPAN:T_UU:V_TT -0.323      -0.712      -0.001     0.001    
##                  CRSPAN:T_UU:V_TP 
## CRSPAN                            
## Trst_UntrsU                       
## Vrb_TypPrms                       
## Vrb_TypThnk                       
## CRSPAN:Tr_UU                      
## CRSPAN:V_TP                       
## CRSPAN:V_TT                       
## Trs_UU:V_TP                       
## Trs_UU:V_TT                       
## CRSPAN:T_UU:V_TP                  
## CRSPAN:T_UU:V_TT  0.459 
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C.1.2.3 Pairwise comparisons 
Finally, I compared the means using the emmeans package. 
library(emmeans) 
## NOTE: As of emmeans versions > 1.2.3, 
##       The 'cld' function will be deprecated in favor of 'CLD'. 
##       You may use 'cld' only if you have package:multcomp attached. 
emmeans(Asterisk2T1ACC.1, pairwise~Verb_Type|Trust_Untrust) 
## $emmeans 
## Trust_Untrust = Trustworthy: 
##  Verb_Type     emmean        SE  df  asymp.LCL  asymp.UCL 
##  Do         1.1398851 0.1356446 Inf  0.8740266  1.4057437 
##  Promise   -0.6265478 0.1348226 Inf -0.8907953 -0.3623002 
##  Think     -0.2726644 0.1930067 Inf -0.6509505  0.1056216 
##  
## Trust_Untrust = Untrustworthy: 
##  Verb_Type     emmean        SE  df  asymp.LCL  asymp.UCL 
##  Do         1.3676485 0.1726102 Inf  1.0293388  1.7059582 
##  Promise   -0.6576584 0.1426569 Inf -0.9372608 -0.3780560 
##  Think     -0.1107134 0.1363854 Inf -0.3780239  0.1565972 
##  
## Results are given on the logit (not the response) scale.  
## Confidence level used: 0.95  
##  
## $contrasts 
## Trust_Untrust = Trustworthy: 
##  contrast          estimate        SE  df z.ratio p.value 
##  Do - Promise     1.7664329 0.1946390 Inf   9.075  <.0001 
##  Do - Think       1.4125496 0.2341272 Inf   6.033  <.0001 
##  Promise - Think -0.3538833 0.2245092 Inf  -1.576  0.2559 
##  
## Trust_Untrust = Untrustworthy: 
##  contrast          estimate        SE  df z.ratio p.value 
##  Do - Promise     2.0253069 0.2311606 Inf   8.761  <.0001 
##  Do - Think       1.4783619 0.2294822 Inf   6.442  <.0001 
##  Promise - Think -0.5469450 0.1793293 Inf  -3.050  0.0065 
##  
## Results are given on the log odds ratio (not the response) scale.  
## P value adjustment: tukey method for comparing a family of 3 estimates 
emmeans(Asterisk2T1RT.1, pairwise~Verb_Type|Trust_Untrust) 
## Warning in checkConv(attr(opt, "derivs"), opt$par, ctrl = control 
## $checkConv, : unable to evaluate scaled gradient 
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## Warning in checkConv(attr(opt, "derivs"), opt$par, ctrl = control 
## $checkConv, : Model failed to converge: degenerate Hessian with 2 negative 
## eigenvalues 
## Warning: Model failed to converge with 2 negative eigenvalues: -1.7e-05 
## -5.8e+02 
## $emmeans 
## Trust_Untrust = Trustworthy: 
##  Verb_Type   emmean         SE    df lower.CL upper.CL 
##  Do        7.765587 0.02765923  4.60 7.692602 7.838571 
##  Promise   7.951250 0.03457790 19.76 7.879064 8.023435 
##  Think     7.916861 0.03125529 16.15 7.850653 7.983069 
##  
## Trust_Untrust = Untrustworthy: 
##  Verb_Type   emmean         SE    df lower.CL upper.CL 
##  Do        7.748430 0.03094328 23.97 7.684562 7.812298 
##  Promise   7.908725 0.03279180 23.89 7.841029 7.976420 
##  Think     7.971379 0.02963943 15.70 7.908448 8.034309 
##  
## Degrees-of-freedom method: kenward-roger  
## Confidence level used: 0.95  
##  
## $contrasts 
## Trust_Untrust = Trustworthy: 
##  contrast           estimate         SE    df t.ratio p.value 
##  Do - Promise    -0.18566293 0.04427938 11.67  -4.193  0.0035 
##  Do - Think      -0.15127436 0.04173639 11.94  -3.625  0.0091 
##  Promise - Think  0.03438857 0.05199276 24.99   0.661  0.7877 
##  
## Trust_Untrust = Untrustworthy: 
##  contrast           estimate         SE    df t.ratio p.value 
##  Do - Promise    -0.16029456 0.03953998 23.71  -4.054  0.0013 
##  Do - Think      -0.22294860 0.03966598 19.27  -5.621  0.0001 
##  Promise - Think -0.06265404 0.04111671 21.00  -1.524  0.3004 
##  
## P value adjustment: tukey method for comparing a family of 3 estimates 
C.1.2.4 Visuals 
Finally I visualized my models with visreg and ggplot2 
library(visreg) 
library(ggeffects) 
##  
## Attaching package: 'ggeffects' 
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## The following object is masked from 'package:emmeans': 
##  
##     emm 
cbPalette <- c("#999999", "#E69F00", "#56B4E9", "#009E73", "#F0E442", "#0072B2", "
#D55E00", "#CC79A7") 
cb <- c("#009E73","#CC79A7") 
cb2<- c("#56B4E9", "#D55E00") 
A2T1Acc1 <- ggeffect(Asterisk2T1ACC.1, terms= c("Verb_Type", "Trust_Untrust"), x.a
s.factor = T) 
plot(A2T1Acc1) 
 
ggplot(A2T1Acc1, aes(x, predicted, color=group))+ 
  geom_point(size= 3, position = position_dodge(.5))+ 
  geom_errorbar(size= 1, aes(ymin=conf.low, ymax=conf.high), width=0.3, position=p
osition_dodge(.5)) + 
  scale_y_continuous(labels = scales::percent, name="Predicted Accuracy") + expand
_limits(y=0) + 
  scale_x_discrete(name="Verb Type")+ 
  guides(color=guide_legend(title="Trustworthiness"))+ 
  ggtitle("Predicted Probabilities for Accuracy")+ 
  theme_minimal()+ 
  theme(plot.title = element_text(size = 18, face = "bold", hjust = .15))+ 
  theme(legend.text = element_text(size = 12))+ 
  theme(legend.title = element_text(size = 14, face = "bold"))+ 
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  theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size= 14, vjust = .1)) + 
  theme(axis.title.y = element_text(size= 14, vjust = 2))+ 
  theme(axis.text.x = element_text(size= 12)) + 
  theme(axis.text.y = element_text(size= 12)) 
 
A2T1Acc2 <- ggeffect(Asterisk2T1ACC.2, terms = c("COSPAN", "Trust_Untrust", "Verb_
Type")) 
View(A2T1Acc2) 
 
ggplot(A2T1Acc2, aes(x, predicted, color=group))+ 
  geom_line(size=1.25, aes(linetype=facet))+ 
  scale_linetype_manual(values=c( "solid","twodash", "dotted"))+ 
  facet_grid(.~facet)+ 
  scale_y_continuous(labels = scales::percent, name="Predicted Accuracy", limits = 
c(0,1)) + 
  scale_x_continuous(name="Mean Centered OSPAN")+ 
  guides(color=guide_legend(title="Trustworthiness"), linetype=guide_legend(title=
"Verb Type"))+ 
  ggtitle("Predicted Probabilities for Accuracy")+ 
  theme_minimal()+ 
  theme(plot.title = element_text(size = 18, face = "bold", hjust = .15))+ 
  theme(legend.text = element_text(size = 12))+ 
  theme(legend.title = element_text(size = 14, face = "bold"))+ 
  theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size= 14, vjust = .1)) + 
  theme(axis.title.y = element_text(size= 14, vjust = 2))+ 
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  theme(axis.text.x = element_text(size= 12)) + 
  theme(axis.text.y = element_text(size= 12)) 
 
visreg(Asterisk2T1RT.1, "Verb_Type", by="Trust_Untrust", ylab="LogRT", gg=T, point
s=F, overlay=T, legend=F) +  
  ggtitle("LogRT ~ Verb Type by Trustworthiness") +  
  scale_colour_manual(values=cb)+  
  guides(fill="none", color=guide_legend(title="Trustworthiness")) 
## Scale for 'colour' is already present. Adding another scale for 
## 'colour', which will replace the existing scale. 
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Looking at OSPAN Histogram. 
ggplot(Asterisk2_T1, aes(x=Asterisk2_T1$OSPAN), na.rm=T) +  
  geom_histogram(aes(y=..density..), binwidth=1, colour="black", fill="white") + 
  geom_density(alpha=.2, color="red") + 
  stat_function(fun = dnorm, args = list(mean = mean(Asterisk2_T1$OSPAN, na.rm=T), 
sd = sd(Asterisk2_T1$OSPAN, na.rm = T))) 
## Warning: Removed 24 rows containing non-finite values (stat_bin). 
## Warning: Removed 24 rows containing non-finite values (stat_density). 
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C.1.2.5 Removing the Outlier from OSPAN 
#removing the OSPAN outlier.  
library(tidyverse) 
A2T3_O <- Asterisk2_T1 %>% filter(OSPAN > 12) 
Viewing a histogram to check normality. 
ggplot(A2T3_O, aes(x=A2T3_O$OSPAN), na.rm=T) +  
  geom_histogram(aes(y=..density..), binwidth=1, colour="black", fill="white") + 
  geom_density(alpha=.2, color="red") + 
  stat_function(fun = dnorm, args = list(mean = mean(A2T3_O$OSPAN, na.rm=T), sd = 
sd(A2T3_O$OSPAN, na.rm = T))) 
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Making variables for the new data frame. 
library(languageR) 
A2T3_O$LogRT = log(A2T3_O$Reaction_Time) 
A2T3_O$COSPAN <- scale(A2T3_O$OSPAN, center = TRUE) 
A2T3_O$CRSPAN <- scale(A2T3_O$RSPAN, center = TRUE) 
WM <- A2T3_O$OSPAN + A2T3_O$RSPAN 
A2T3_O$WM <- WM/2 
A2T3_O$Verb_Type <- as.factor(A2T3_O$Verb_Type) 
A2T3_O$Trust_Untrust <- as.factor(A2T3_O$Trust_Untrust) 
LME 
library(lme4) 
Asterisk2T3ACC.2.5 = glmer(Accuracy ~ COSPAN*Trust_Untrust*Verb_Type + (1 + COSPA
N:Trust_Untrust:Verb_Type|Item_No) + (1+COSPAN|Sub_ID), data = A2T3_O, family= bin
omial(link = "logit"), glmerControl(optimizer="bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 30
0000))) 
summary(Asterisk2T3ACC.2.5) 
## Generalized linear mixed model fit by maximum likelihood (Laplace 
##   Approximation) [glmerMod] 
##  Family: binomial  ( logit ) 
## Formula:  
## Accuracy ~ COSPAN * Trust_Untrust * Verb_Type + (1 + COSPAN:Trust_Untrust:Verb_
Type |   
##     Item_No) + (1 + COSPAN | Sub_ID) 
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##    Data: A2T3_O 
## Control:  
## glmerControl(optimizer = "bobyqa", optCtrl = list(maxfun = 3e+05)) 
##  
##      AIC      BIC   logLik deviance df.resid  
##   2327.8   2564.7  -1120.9   2241.8     1781  
##  
## Scaled residuals:  
##     Min      1Q  Median      3Q     Max  
## -2.9664 -0.7763  0.3939  0.7835  2.2789  
##  
## Random effects: 
##  Groups  Name                                               Variance 
##  Sub_ID  (Intercept)                                        0.139310 
##          COSPAN                                             0.006836 
##  Item_No (Intercept)                                        0.063851 
##          COSPAN:Trust_UntrustTrustworthy:Verb_TypeDo        0.096991 
##          COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeDo      0.034452 
##          COSPAN:Trust_UntrustTrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise   0.024694 
##          COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise 0.234241 
##          COSPAN:Trust_UntrustTrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink     0.109853 
##          COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink   0.068869 
##  Std.Dev. Corr                                
##  0.37324                                      
##  0.08268  1.00                                
##  0.25269                                      
##  0.31143   0.31                               
##  0.18561   0.11  0.94                         
##  0.15714   0.87  0.64  0.47                   
##  0.48398   0.37 -0.30 -0.41 -0.09             
##  0.33144   0.76 -0.35 -0.49  0.35  0.72       
##  0.26243  -0.65 -0.84 -0.79 -0.89  0.25 -0.05 
## Number of obs: 1824, groups:  Sub_ID, 76; Item_No, 24 
##  
## Fixed effects: 
##                                                    Estimate Std. Error 
## (Intercept)                                         1.17740    0.15578 
## COSPAN                                             -0.06745    0.16183 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                          0.20836    0.20155 
## Verb_TypePromise                                   -1.78681    0.18800 
## Verb_TypeThink                                     -1.42939    0.18695 
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                   0.35770    0.20260 
## COSPAN:Verb_TypePromise                            -0.06111    0.19547 
## COSPAN:Verb_TypeThink                               0.48626    0.22392 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise        -0.26417    0.26891 
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink          -0.09159    0.26453 
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise -0.16717    0.28857 
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink   -0.81160    0.28268 
##                                                    z value Pr(>|z|)     
## (Intercept)                                          7.558 4.09e-14 *** 
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## COSPAN                                              -0.417  0.67681     
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                           1.034  0.30125     
## Verb_TypePromise                                    -9.504  < 2e-16 *** 
## Verb_TypeThink                                      -7.646 2.08e-14 *** 
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy                    1.766  0.07747 .   
## COSPAN:Verb_TypePromise                             -0.313  0.75455     
## COSPAN:Verb_TypeThink                                2.172  0.02988 *   
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise         -0.982  0.32592     
## Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink           -0.346  0.72917     
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypePromise  -0.579  0.56238     
## COSPAN:Trust_UntrustUntrustworthy:Verb_TypeThink    -2.871  0.00409 **  
## --- 
## Signif. codes:  0 '***' 0.001 '**' 0.01 '*' 0.05 '.' 0.1 ' ' 1 
##  
## Correlation of Fixed Effects: 
##                  (Intr) COSPAN Trs_UU Vrb_TP Vrb_TT COSPAN:Tr_UU 
## COSPAN            0.012                                          
## Trst_UntrsU      -0.617  0.042                                   
## Vrb_TypPrms      -0.677  0.047  0.511                            
## Vrb_TypThnk      -0.680  0.051  0.516  0.568                     
## COSPAN:Tr_UU      0.020 -0.687  0.037 -0.040 -0.042              
## COSPAN:V_TP       0.058 -0.747 -0.036 -0.019 -0.040  0.547       
## COSPAN:V_TT       0.092 -0.732 -0.034 -0.037 -0.065  0.505       
## Trs_UU:V_TP       0.463 -0.034 -0.749 -0.686 -0.389 -0.025       
## Trs_UU:V_TT       0.472 -0.034 -0.763 -0.391 -0.699 -0.025       
## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TP -0.004  0.419 -0.025  0.018  0.031 -0.686       
## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TT -0.121  0.467 -0.024  0.032  0.053 -0.705       
##                  COSPAN:V_TP COSPAN:V_TT T_UU:V_TP T_UU:V_TT 
## COSPAN                                                       
## Trst_UntrsU                                                  
## Vrb_TypPrms                                                  
## Vrb_TypThnk                                                  
## COSPAN:Tr_UU                                                 
## COSPAN:V_TP                                                  
## COSPAN:V_TT       0.597                                      
## Trs_UU:V_TP       0.018       0.027                          
## Trs_UU:V_TT       0.030       0.045       0.572              
## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TP -0.613      -0.245       0.011     0.016    
## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TT -0.410      -0.691       0.016    -0.002    
##                  COSPAN:T_UU:V_TP 
## COSPAN                            
## Trst_UntrsU                       
## Vrb_TypPrms                       
## Vrb_TypThnk                       
## COSPAN:Tr_UU                      
## COSPAN:V_TP                       
## COSPAN:V_TT                       
## Trs_UU:V_TP                       
## Trs_UU:V_TT                       
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## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TP                  
## COSPAN:T_UU:V_TT  0.470 
Visualize 
library(ggeffects) 
A2T3Acc2 <- ggeffect(Asterisk2T3ACC.2.5, terms = c("COSPAN", "Trust_Untrust", "Ver
b_Type")) 
View(A2T3Acc2) 
RawA2T3Acc2 <- attr(A2T3Acc2, "rawdata") 
View(RawA2T3Acc2) 
 
ggplot(A2T3Acc2, aes(x, predicted, color=group))+ 
  geom_line(size=1.25, aes(linetype=facet))+ 
  scale_linetype_manual(values=c( "solid","twodash", "dotted"))+ 
  facet_grid(.~facet)+ 
  scale_y_continuous(labels = scales::percent, name="Predicted Accuracy", limits = 
c(0,1)) + 
  scale_x_continuous(name="Mean Centered OSPAN")+ 
  guides(color=guide_legend(title="Trustworthiness"), linetype=guide_legend(title=
"Verb Type"))+ 
  ggtitle("Predicted Probabilities for Accuracy")+ 
  theme_minimal()+ 
  theme(plot.title = element_text(size = 18, face = "bold", hjust = .15))+ 
  theme(legend.text = element_text(size = 12))+ 
  theme(legend.title = element_text(size = 14, face = "bold"))+ 
  theme(axis.title.x = element_text(size= 14, vjust = .1)) + 
  theme(axis.title.y = element_text(size= 14, vjust = 2))+ 
  theme(axis.text.x = element_text(size= 12)) + 
  theme(axis.text.y = element_text(size= 12)) 
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